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OFFICIAL NOTICES 
 

Sub: Notice is given under Rule 41(1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & 
Protection) Rules, 2002. 

 
1. As per the requirement of Rule 41(1) it is informed that the issue of Journal 138 of the 

Geographical Indications Journal dated 30th June, 2020 / Ashadha 09, Saka 1942 has 
been made available to the public from 30th June, 2020. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NEW G.I APPLICATION DETAILS 
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App.No. Geographical Indications Class Goods 

665 Bakhira Metal Product 21 Handicraft 

666 Banda Shazar Patthar Craft 14 Handicraft 

667 Nagina Wood Craft of Uttar Pradesh 20 Handicraft 

668 Pratapgarh Aonla 31 Agricultural 

669 Nagri Dubraj 30 Agricultural 

670 Amroha Dholak 15 Handicraft 

671 Mahoba Gaura Patthar 14 Handicraft 

672 Hathras Hing 30 Food Stuff 

673 Mainpuri Tarkashi 20 Handicraft 

674 Sambhal Horn Craft 20 Handicraft 

675 Kanyakumari Cloves 30 Agricultural 

676 Bengal Muslin 24 & 25 Textiles 

677 Patchwork of Rampur 24, 25 & 26 Textiles 

678 Bareilly Terracott 21 Handicraft 

680 Myndoli Banana 31 Agricultural 

681 Morena Gajak 30 Food Stuff 

682 Assamese Gamocha 24 & 25 Textiles 

683 Osmanabadi Goat 31 Agricultural 

684 Spiti Chharma (Seabuckthorn) 31 Agricultural 

685 Alibag White Onion 31 Agricultural 

686 Attappady Aattukombu Avara 31 Agricultural 

687 Attappady Thuvara  31 Agricultural 

688 Bhandara Chinnor Rice 31 Agricultural 
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PUBLIC NOTICE 
 
No.GIR/CG/JNL/2010                                                              Dated 26th February, 2010 
 
WHEREAS Rule 38(2) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) Rules, 
2002 provides as follows: 
 
“The Registrar may after notification in the Journal put the published Geographical 
Indications Journal on the internet, website or any other electronic media.” 
 
Now therefore, with effect from 1st April, 2010, The Geographical Indications Journal will be 
Published and hosted in the IPO official website www.ipindia.nic.in free of charge. Accordingly, sale 
o f  Hard Copy and CD-ROM of GI Journal will be discontinued with effect from 1st April, 2010. 
 

 
 
Registrar of Geographical Indications 
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Advertised under Rule 41 (1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & Protection) Rules, 
2002 in the Geographical Indications Journal 138 dated June 30, 2020 

 
G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER – 648 

Application Date: 27-05-2019 
 
Application is made by Ulka Nidhi Swayat Sahkarita at Shiv Sadan, Takana, Pithoragarh, Uttarakhand, 
India for Registration in Part A of the Register of Uttarakhand Aipan under Application No. 648 in respect 
of Handicraft - Painting falling in Class – 16 is hereby advertised as accepted under Sub-section (1) of 
Section 13 of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) Act, 1999. 
 
A) Name of the Applicant   : Ulka Nidhi Swayat Sahkarita, 

 
 
B) Address    : Ulka Nidhi Swayat Sahkarita, 

Shiv Sadan, Takana, Pithoragarh,  
Uttarakhand, India. 
 
Facilitated By: 
District Administration, Pithoragarh,  
Government of Uttarakhand. 

 
C) Name of the Geographical Indication : 

UTTARAKHAND AIPAN  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
D) Types of Good    : Class 16 – Handicraft - Painting 
 
E) Specification: 

 
Uttarakhand Aipan has its unique identity as a painting which is always done on the empty walls 
and on the ground which is a symbol of fortune and fertility. The art form is used to decorate floors 
and walls at the Puja room (place of worship) and entrance of homes and practiced by many other 
communities of different region. Ritual painting in straight line patterns done on Mandap / Mandir 
(Stage used to place idols of gods). The background is prepared with red clay known as “geru” 
and the designs are created on it with white paste made from rice flour. The women of the house 
have been using Aipani designs to decorate places of worship, entrance of houses and front 
courtyard for decades. The art makes its presence felt at all auspicious occasions because of the 
traditional believes that the motifs bring good fortune, blessings from the lord and fertility.  
 
It is very much popular across the Kumaon region from ancient period, without any caste and 
creed. Now has spread in whole Uttarakhand with a passion and has used as a tool for 
commercial purpose for the livelihood of local people especially women.  
 
Exclusive old age traditional art of Uttarakhand mainly the Kumaon region, Aipan is much popular 
from ancient time to reflect the situation of family environment with various occasions in the whole 
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life like birth to death. It is directly related to the philosophy of life of local hilly people and 
celebrating the art through many ways. Aipan is a traditional folk art specifically made by women 
of Uttarakhand. This art is done on floor over brick red background with white paste made out of 
rice flour. The typical art is done on all special occasions and household ceremonies and rituals. It 
is believed that these motifs evoke divine power which brings good fortune and wards off evil. 
 
1. In Uttarakhand, the Aipan art is practiced among people mainly by women at places of 

worship, houses and has great religions, spiritual, and festival with different occasion as much 
as important like any other ritual.  

2. The concept of Aipan is based on the deep faith of people in Hindu Religion. In Hinduism 
specified rituals and ceremonies are required at every stage of life from birth to death. It is 
called ‘Sanskar’ like Namkaran (naming) ceremony, Yagopavit (thread) ceremony, Marriage 
ceremony and after death ceremony (shraddh karm).  

3. Aipan of Uttarakhand is one such activity which is performed in every ceremony by drawing 
specific pattern in worship area, house entrance floor, wooden chaukies. The increased 
exposure to different cultures and change in social life has immense impact on this floor art. 

 
F) Description: 

 
“Uttarakhand Aipan” is very famous art form in the Kumaon Region, and now popular in whole 
Uttarakhand state after accepting the beauty of art and craft.  This is an effective form of art this is 
extensively used in the state of the Uttarakhand. This is a pattern that is drawn during every 
festival in the state and mainly done by the women of the family. This art is associated with a 
great degree of social, cultural as well as religious significance in Uttarakhand. 
 
Aipan, a traditional art form with which the Kumaon’s particularly women decorate their houses to 
welcome an auspicious occasion like Diwali or any other event like marriage ceremony, now it has 
moved beyond the threshold of the Kumaon. The word "Aipan" is actually a derivative of the word 
"Arpan", a Sanskrit word. The actual meaning of Aipan is "Likhai" that means writing, though it is a 
pattern that is made with the help of fingers. The women of Kumaun celebrate all festivals and 
rituals ceremonies by first decorating the floors and entrances of their homes with folk painting - 
Aipans. 
 
Aipan is very popular art form of kumaon, and walls, papers and pieces of cloth are decorated by 
the drawing of various geometric and other figures belonging to gods, goddesses and objects of 
nature. Pichhauras or dupattas are also decorated in this manner. 
 
Aipan are designs that are used in Festivals, Pujas and in various Ceremonies related to birth, 
marriage, and thread ceremony (also called the Janeu) and in case of death as well. Various 
geometric and other figures belonging to gods, goddesses and other objects of nature are 
meticulously used for the decoration of the walls, pieces and papers. Aipan is an art that possess 
a special place in all the Kumaoni homes. An Aipan is made with ‘Geru’ or red vermillion paste as 
a base and rice paste patterns on top. This pristine white on deep red gives out a beautiful 
contrast emphasizing the designs. The rice paste is made by soaking any rice for about 16 hours 
and then grinding it into a fine paste with a medium to runny consistency. The ring finger of the 
right hand is used to draw the elaborate patterns with help of cotton balls or cloth. Aipan motifs 
are drawn on the floor of the room where rituals are performed, in the courtyard, on the steps of 
the main door, on the threshold, around the mortar, on wooden seats, on pots containing tulsi 
plants, and at the temple. 
 
Raw material which has used for Aipan art is mainly Geru (simple ochre), colour and rice paste. 
The design and painting are usually developed by women at house level. They paint the designs 
on the wall and floor of the homes using the last three fingers of the right hand. Once the base of 
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ochre is ready the artist draws the designs of pattern free hand. The chowkies are finished with 
mango wood and carefully painted with particular designs for every occasion. Thapas and Pattas 
are finished directly on paper, cloth or on the walls. Earlier days, the paint that was used was 
made of natural dyes. But today, to make the product more effective, both poster and oil paints 
are used. 
 
Classification on the basis of different forms and shapes of Aipan: 
• Nav Durga Chauki- Nav Durga Ckauki is used for ritual Devi pujas. A simpler version is made 

by drawing three horizontal and vertical lines with a Swastik in the centre. The main points in 
this Chauki are nine dots representing the Nav Durgas. 

• Asan Chauki- This is associated with the many kinds of chaukies used for various pujas. It is 
a decorated seat for the devotee and his wife for a ritual puja. It is a decorated seat for 
devotee and his wife for a ritual puja.  

• Chamunda Hast Chauki- This Chauki is made for "havans" or "yoga”. Two triangles 
interspersed with two diagonal lines running across both, with a 5-pointed star in between, 
enclosed in a circle make the centre piece of this Chauki. The gaps are filled up with floral 
designs or lakshmi's feet. The circle itself is often decorated with 8 petals of the lotus.  

• Saraswati Chauki- Saraswati being the Goddess of learning, when a child begins formal 
education a puja is held to give him/her an auspicious start. The main feature of this Chauki is 
five- pointed star with a swastika flower or a diya in the centre. 

• Janeu Chauki. This Chauki is made especially for the sacred thread ceremony. Seven stars 
within a six-sided drawing form the main section. The seven stars represent the Sapt Rishis. 
Around this floral designs with dots are drawn.  

• Shiv or Shivarchan Peeth- Shiv is worshiped especially in the month of savan or magh. Shiv 
is the reigning God of the people of the Himalayas. He is worshipped especially in the months 
of Savan or Magh. This is an eight cornered design with 12 dots joined by 12 lines. 

 
Classification on the basis of use of Aipan at different occasion: 
a) Birth-  
Special types of chaukies are prepared for performing ceremonies related to child birth. 
• The Surya Darshan Chauki- It is connected with the naming ceremony of a newborn child. For 

eleven days the baby is kept indoors, on the eleventh day the child is brought outside for 
Surya Darshan. This Chauki is made on the floor where the priest sits reciting mantras.  

• Syo Aipan- Syo Aipan is a geometric pattern drawn toward evil spirit on eleventh day of child 
birth.  

b) Marriage- Three types of chaukies are used to perform ceremonies of marriage.  
• Acharya Chauki- The groom is always accompanied among others by his own Pandit or 

Acharya. The Pandit is given more prominence than even the father of the groom. So a 
special Chauki is made for him. A Swastik is made on it with red colour. The lotus and other 
auspicious symbols such as a bell, a conch shell, and sometimes even 2 parrots are painted 
around the Swastik.  

• Vivah Chauki- The seat is specially prepared for the occasion of marriage. The wooden seat 
is provided by the groom’s side and the background colour is yellow. A hundred petalled lotus 
is drawn over the surface with two parrots on the top left side- symbolic of an advance 
information of the arrival of the beloved.  

• Dhuli Arghya Chauki: This Chauki is mainly made to welcome bridegroom. In the olden days 
bridegroom usually arrived during the evening or "Godhuli", at the time of sunset or Twilight. 
Since the groom represent "Narayan", so he is generally greeted with devotion. His dusty feet 
are carefully washed before the puja as he stands on a small stool or chaukil.  

• Jyoti Patta In the hills of Kumaon, among the Brahmin and Sah families there is a practice of 
drawing a "Jyoonti" at a wedding or a sacred thread ceremony. In earlier times, "Jyoontis" 
were murals painted on the walls of rooms where religious ceremonies took place. "Jyoonti" is 
the local word used for the Jeev Matrikas - Maha Laxmi, Maha Saraswati and Maha Kali.  
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c) Festivals  
• Durga Thapa The Durga Thapa is painted on paper by the women of Kumaon for Durga 

Pujas. This Thapa or painting is highly complex. This thapa depicts several local deities along 
with the many-armed Durga who rides the lion.  

• Lakshmi Yantra- In the hills of Kumaon as in other parts of India, the goddess of wealth, 
Lakshmi, is worshipped during the festival of Diwali Kali Puja. The idol is placed on the spot 
where the Puja will take place. 

• Janmasthmi Patta- This is specially prepared for the worship of lord Krishna on the occasion 
of his Birthday. The art is associated with a great degree of social, cultural as well as religious 
significance. Conventionally Aipan are not durable and erase over the time. It is essential to 
preserve this art in any of numerous creative art forms to save it for next generation. 
 

G) Geographical area of Production and Map as shown in page no: 
 
“Uttarakhand Aipan” art is practiced in mainly in Kumaon region of Uttarakhand and whole of 
Uttarakhand  state. 
 
Districts    Latitude   Longitude 
Uttar Kashi    30.33°    78.03° 
Rudra Prayag    30.28°    78.98° 
Chamauli    30.2555    79.447 
Dehradun    30.322    78.026 
Tehri Garhwal    30.29°    78.52° 
Haridwar    29.96 N    78.16 E 
Pauri     29.26 & 30.19 N   78.12 & 79.14 E 
Pithoragarh    9.582    80.218 
Bageshwar    29.847    79.778 
Almora     29° 35' 49.67" N  79° 39' 32.80" E 
Nainital     29.380    79.463 
Champawat    29.336    80.091 
Udham Singh Nagar   29.045    79.368 

 
H) Proof of Origin (Historical records): 

 
Aipan is a traditional art specifically made by women of Uttarakhand. This art is done on floor over 
brick red background with white paste made out of rice flour from ancient time in a much 
traditional manner and continuing their tradition in this modern age by old to young generation. 
The typical art is done on all special occasions and household ceremonies and rituals. It is 
believed that these motifs evoke divine power which brings good fortune and wards off evil. 
 
The Aipan craft is very much popular from ancient time and mentioned in various literatures, 
articles and even then in the traditional local language stories and poems. People are signing 
several songs and using the word Aipan and its importance. Uttarakhand Aipan handmade art has 
its unique identity which is always done on the empty walls and on the ground which is a symbol 
of fortune and fertility. The art form is used to decorate floors and walls at the Puja room (place of 
worship) and entrance of homes and practiced by many other communities of different region. 
Ritual painting in straight line patterns done on Mandap / Mandir (Stage used to place idols of 
gods). Though the art form is practiced in different parts of India and called by various names. 
Aipan art has different names in different parts of India. 
 
Aipan is a famous art form in the Kumaon Region. The walls, pieces and papers of the cloth are 
meticulously decorated by various geometric and other figures belonging to gods, goddesses and 
other objects of nature. There are many types of Aipan, and Dupattas and Pichhauras are also 
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carefully decorated by women. During the time of Harela there is a tradition of making clay idol 
(Dikaras). Out of all the paintings that have been discovered Lakhu Udiyar and Lwethaap are 
quite popular and well known. Of all the styles of paintings The Pahari Kalam is certainly one of 
the most developed in Kumaon while it was practiced in some of the Himalayan Region. 
 
1. The Imperial Gazetteer of India, Vol. 13 - Aipan is derived from Sanskrit word ‘Alimpana’ 

that means to plaster or coat with. Other synonymous words for Aipan in India are Chauk 
Purana and ‘Alpana’. Some scholars state that ‘Aipan’ is derived from ‘Arpan’. It seems that 
Aipan started from Katyuri period in Kumaon. Aipan is art decoration on ground, wall, paper 
and cloths by drawing of various geometric and other figures of god/goddesses or nature.  

2. Uttarakhand Aipan Art has its unique identity which is always done on the empty walls 
and on the ground which is a symbol of fortune and fertility. The art form is used to decorate 
floors and walls at the Puja room (place of worship) and entrance of homes and practiced by 
many other communities of different region. Ritual painting in straight line patterns done on 
Mandap / Mandir (Stage used to place idols of gods). Though the art form is practiced in 
different parts of India and called by various names. Aipan art has different names in different 
parts of India.  

3. Aipan art paintings are the ritualistic floor paintings and they have been done since a very 
long time in Uttarakhand and their done in different parts of India and we know them with 
different names. So, this is narrative of the ethos, the society, the belief systems, the cultural 
practices of the communities.  
 

I) Method of Production: 
 
Traditional Colors & Tools used in production Process: 
 
List of raw materials and tools: 
• Cow Dung: Cow dung solution is used as base coat before red clay coating. 
• Geru: Red clay solution applied on the floor as a base before painting the aipan design 
• Rice Paste: Solution of rice paste and water through which aipan design is painted. 
• Brush: Painting brush is used to paint the aipan motifs. Sometimes the handmade brushes  

are made with a simple bamboo stick and piece of cotton wrapped on it. 
• Now a days, Aipan is painted on Cloth and Paper and both poster and oil paints are used 

accordingly. Local Artisans have been using aipan on souvenirs for visitors, like cloth bags, 
wooden trays, handmade paper notebooks, etc., 

Making Process: 
The process followed for making an aipan is as below: 
• As per the tradition, the floors and walls are first cleaned with cow dung liquid (cow dung 

mixed with water) to make the place dust proof. But in modern times all the houses do not 
apply cow dung solution due to cemented walls and floorings it is done specially on the 
floors. Later when it dries one circle is made with Geru (red clay solution) on which Aipan 
work is done when it is fully dried. 

• In the meantime, the rice is taken (which is soaked overnight) and ground into fine paste 
(either with mortar or in a grinding machine) and checked for proper consistency. The rice 
paste should not be too slurry or too thick, it should be free flowing. 

• Once the coat of Geru is dried, the artisan swiftly draws the design patterns in rice paste 
using her finger. 

 
Classification of Aipan designs 
The Aipan designs can be classified in three categories namely, 
1. According to the place where Aipan are drawn  
2. According to the festivals and ceremonies on which Aipan are made 
3. According to style of Aipan 
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1. According to the place where Aipans are drawn  
This classification of Aipan includes the type of places where these are drawn on religious 
ceremonies. The details are given below: 
a) Floor painting – The Aipan developed on floor are known as Floor paintings and into two 
categories like Aipan at door steps (creepers) and at place of worship (Shiv peeth, Laxmi peeth). 
b) Wall paintings- Aipan designs are also drawn on walls. Wall paintings has two traditional forms 
namely painting on the wall of kitchen and on the walls of the area where ritual 
ceremonies are performed. Traditionally, wall were replastered twice a year with a mix of cow 
dung and mud and then painted with geru and motifs were drawn. Now, these were replaced with 
paper posters. The kitchen wall has motifs of Nata and Laxmi Narayan and at ritual ceremonies 
places Patas are used. 
c) Wooden chaukies- These are worshipping seat of the idols. These made through the Aipan 
designs and used on different occasions either for worship, ceremonies or on festivals. 
d) On cloth- Aipan designs are also drawn on cloth like pichhora (traditional wedding dupatta) 
where khodia chauki is drawn. Another example is a yellow coloured ritual cloth with shiv peeth 
design on it. 
 
2. According to the festival and ceremonies in which Aipans are drawn.  
Aipans have religious importance and are drawn during festivals and ceremonies or occasions 
from birth to death such as marriages, thread ceremony, naming ceremony, pipalpani etc. 
a) Festivals- Different types of Aipans are drawn during different festivals such as on Diwali, 
Mahalaxmi chauki and patta, Laxmi Padchinha, Laxmi Yantra, etc are drawn. In Dusshera and 
Navratri, Navgurga patta is drawn. On Shivratri and Parthiva pooja, shiv peeth and shiv chaukies 
are drawn. On Janmasthami, Janmasthami patta is used for worshiping Lord Krishna. 
b) Ceremonies: In Hindu religion, man is required to attach his activities according to prescribed 
rules during different stages of his life right from birth to death.  
These stages require appropriate ritualistic performance by a person, including specific type of 
worship and offering, a part of which also find an expression in the Aipan drawings prepared for 
and used during such occasions. 
i) Pujans and Havans- Acharya chaukies, upasna chaukies and jyunti patta are used for 
worshiping god and goddess in any pujan and havan. 
ii) Child birth ceremony- On the eleven day after child birth, naming ceremony is done. Surya 
darshan chauki, syo Aipan and jyunti patta are used to perform this ceremony. When a child goes 
to school for the first time, Vidhyarambh ceremony is performed by using Saraswati Chauki. 
iii) Late childhood stage (9-11years) ceremonies- A threading ceremony, janeu, is performed on 
the boy who has odd age group such as eleven, thirteen, fifteen, etc. This ceremony is conducted 
before marriage. It is believed that after this ceremony, boy becomes mature and responsible. In 
this ceremony, janeu jyunti patta and janeu chauki are used while performing the rituals. 
iv) Marriage- At the time of marriage, Aipans are drawn, for example, Khodia chauki on piece of 
cloth, jyunti patta on wall and marriage seat and dhuliargh chauki is on wooden seat etc. 
v) Death- On the thirteenth day of death Aipan designs is drawn without dots. This ceremony is 
known as peepal pani. 
 
3.  According to Style:  
The three styles of Aipan are namely, Siddha, Davia and Loukika. 
a) Siddha- Siddha is the style of Aipan which is drawn on floor and chaukies. Vasudhara, patta, 
nata, Lakshmi Padchinha and different type of chaukies are the example of Siddha. 
b) Davia- Davia is also known as patta. It has astrological motifs, manual designs and dwar 
pattas. Navdurga patta, jyunti patta, janeu jyunti patta and Mahalaxmi pattas are example of 
Davia. 
c) Loukika- Loukika is style of bar boond. Bar boond is a spiritual geometrical patterns with dots. 
These are drawn on walls. Sanglia bar, swastik bar, machia bar, bhadra and gaur tilak bar, etc are 
example of Loukika. 
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Traditional Motifs and description: 
 
Different forms of Aipan designs were collected for the selection of motifs which are drawn during 
various religious ceremonies and festivals.  
 
Image of the Aipan design and their details are given below:  
a) Creepers are used for the decoration of doorsteps. The commonly used creepers are leheria 
bel, singalia bel, ghiroli bel, shanki bel, phulari laharia bel, machia bel, etc.  
b) Lakshmi padchinha (footprints of Goddess Lakshmi) is drawn on Diwali day from main entrance 
of the house to place of worship.  
c) Peeth is an ethnic motifs which is used on the floor at the place of worship as it is considered 
as seat. i) Lakshmi Peeth is drawn at the place of worship on Diwali. ii) Shiv peeth is drawn on 
day of Parthiva Pooja. The symbolic mystic pattern is prepared over cloth with yellow colour.  
d) Lakshmi Narayan consists of two human plates inside a square framework of dots. They are 
made on front side of winnower (soop) on bari ekadashi just after Diwali and is shown in  
e) Bhuiyan is symbolizes a demon or the poverty of the household which is sappossed to be away 
from the house. Bhuiyan is drawn on the reverse side of the soop. 
f) The Durga thapa has figurative drawing of Nav Durga which is painted on paper for Durga Pujas 
held twice during the year.  
g) Jyunti pattas have figurative drawings of god or goddess, drawn on wall. The pattas has three 
deities in the centre and the creeper designs and bar boond in outer edges.  
h) Syo Aipan is a geometric pattern drawn to ward off evil sprit on eleventh day of child birth. 
 
Aipan motifs are typically used in the Kumaon region. The traditional motifs are also used in 
designing new household products like souvenirs, Coasters, Shawls & Stoles, Wall hangings, Wall 
paintings, Bookmarks, Photo frames, Tablemats, Cards, Stickers, Jewelry boxes, Key chains, 
bookmarks and wall tiles etc. 
 
It is very important to know the significance of ‘Dots’ in the Aipan designs. A ‘dot’ signifies 
completeness and life. According to natural science, a dot is like the seed through which the world 
has originated. Mathematical science also has a special emphasis on the dots. While meditating 
too, the axis of concentration is none other than a point or ‘dot’. It is thus that a dot is included as 
an important part of the Aipan art. An Aipan without dots is considered inauspicious. On the death 
of a person, the Aipan is drawn without dots. 
 
The central motif shown of the aipan immediately above is made from a pattern of nine dots 
square. It’s called a bhadra and is drawn at a place of worship. The number of dots in a bhadra 
can vary. I practiced making a bhadra 

 
J) Uniqueness: 
 

Uttarakhand Aipan painting has its unique identity which is always done on the empty walls and 
on the ground which is a symbol of fortune and fertility. The art form is used to decorate floors and 
walls at the Puja room (place of worship) and entrance of homes and practiced by many other 
communities of different region. Ritual painting in straight line patterns done on Mandap / Mandir 
(Stage used to place idols of gods). Though the art form is practiced in different parts of India and 
called by various names. Aipan art has different names in different parts of India. The aipan is 
traditionally drawn for ceremonies of birth, marriage, and many other festivals throughout the year. 
The painting patterns differ for each ceremony, occasion and according to the deity. 
 
1. It is a exclusive women practiced art since generation. 
2. Aipan art has traditionally transferred from older women to the young girls and women at 

the home level and learning are within home.  
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3. It is very specific that in the Aipan art colors practiced mainly Red, Marron, and White.  
4. This art is directly related and linked with the events, which is going on within the house. 
5. Aipan art is varied from time to time through the different motifs and designs, pattern on the 

various different occasion.  
6. The local people can understand to see the Aipan art in the front of house that what is 

happening and what is the situation in the house.  
7. This art shows as a symbol from Birth to Death situation in the family.  
8. Aipan art also varies in the festival to festival and even at the time of Navratri, the different 

days also reflected in the art form in Aipan through the various different type of Mata’s 
(Goddess) Chowki.  

9. Uttarakhand Aipan painting has its unique identity which is always done on the empty walls 
and on the ground which is a symbol of fortune and fertility. The art form is used to decorate 
floors and walls at the Puja room (place of worship) and entrance of homes and practiced 
by many other communities of different regions. 

10. The central design of the Aipan is considered as per the ritual and has a traditional motif 
while the outer design can be extended or reduced to fit the space (red color background). 
The dots or Bindu, is an important element without which the aipan is considered 
unfinished. Paintings drawn on the floor of the prayer room and on the deities’ seat has 
Tantric motifs called as Peetha or Yantra. 

11. The kitchen’s wall is painted with animal motifs. At wedding times aipans are made from 
Turmeric and Vermillion. The entrance to home is decorated with good luck patterns and 
many times are just vertical white lines. These designs are now-a-days painted on greeting 
cards, wall hangings and other products. Aipan is drawn by village women folk who make 
these beautiful designs. They pass on this tradition to their daughters and daughters-in-law, 
to preserve the culture. 

12. Every design has its own significance. The designs are symbolic and common in meaning 
for different regions also. The design varies each day for each ritual and worship of 
particular god. Patterns drawn in Aipan paintings are inspired by nature, trees, birds, 
animals, betel leaves, and flowers like Lotus etc. Geometrical patterns like lines, dots, 
squares, circles, and triangles. Other motifs like Swastik, Trident, Fish, conch shell, 
footprints, supposed to be of Goddess Laxmi, and anthropomorphic figures. 

13. Saraswati Chowki (seat of goddess Saraswati), Chamunda Hast Chowki, Nav Durga 
Chowki, Shiv or Shivarchan Peeth, Surya Darshan Chowki, Janeyu Chowki, Asan Chowki, 
Acharya Chowki, Durga Thapa, Jyoti Patta and Lakshmi Yantra - are the traditional designs 
made with different connotations and symbols which depicts the deities.  

14. The design starts at the center with a flower and surrounded by the dotted borders, 
creepers and stylized flowers. Entrances of house are intricately decorated with straight 
lines welcoming the guests.  

15. Puja rooms are beautifully decorated with designs of lotus flowers, betel leaves, and conch 
shells. Chowki (seat of goddess Lakshmi) is designed during Diwali festival and the same 
practice has used for different type of festivals with different type of God and Goddess.  

16. The ceremonial Aipan design is like a Yantra (A noticeable geometric pattern) to symbolize 
the deity. 

 
K) Inspection Body: 
 

1. One Representative from the Department of Industries, Government of Uttarakhand. 
2. One Representative from O/o Development Commissioner (Handicraft), Govt. of India 

having office at Pithoragarh, Uttarakhand  
3. One Representative from NGO, 
4. 2 Master craftsman or National / State Awardees. 
5. One Representative from Traders and Exporters of GI Product. 
6. One Representative from District Administration. 
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7. NABARD, Uttarakhand. 
8. Representative of related Master artisans / craftsman and related Awardees in this concern 

product. 
 
L) Others: 

 
Aipan is a traditional folk art specifically made by women of Uttarakhand. This art is done on floor 
over brick red background with white paste made out of rice flour. The typical art is done on all 
special occasions and household ceremonies and rituals. It is believed that these motifs evoke 
divine power which brings good fortune and wards off evil.  Aipan does not include only revival of 
this dying art form but is also a means to empower our target community of Kumaoni women. 
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Advertised under Rule 41 (1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & Protection) Rules, 
2002 in the Geographical Indications Journal 138 dated June 30, 2020 

 
G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER – 651 

Application Date: 27-05-2019 
 
Application is made by Adarsh Nidhi SwayatSahkarita at Takana Bazar, Darkot Munasyari, Pithoragarh, 
Uttarakhand, India for Registration in Part A of the Register of Munsyari Rajma under Application No. 651 
in respect ofAgriculture Productfalling in Class –31is hereby advertised as accepted under Sub-section (1) 
of Section 13 of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) Act, 1999. 
 
A) Name of the Applicant   : Adarsh Nidhi Swayat Sahkarita 

 
 
B) Address    : Adarsh Nidhi Swayat Sahkarita, 

Takana Bazar, Darkot Munasyari, Pithoragarh,  
Uttarakhand, India. 
 
Facilitated By: 
District Administration, Pithoragarh,  
Government of Uttarakhand. 
 

 
C) Name of the Geographical Indication : 

MUNSYARI RAJMA  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
D) Types of Good    : Class 31 - Agriculture Product. 
 
E) Specification: 

 
Munsyari Rajma is grown in high attitudes in mineral rich soils and is a source of soluble fiber 
which helps lower cholesterol level. It contains good amount of molybdenum that detoxifies 
sulphite. It is famous for its great taste and cooking quality.  

 
Nearly 80% women are engaged in the cultivation process of Munshyari Rajma in Pithorgarh 
district is a very special characteristic noted in this geographical area. 
 
Rajma thrive on a wide variety of soils. However, well drained loamy soils are the best for its 
cultivation. This crop is very sensitive to salinity and soil. pH should be 5.5 to 6.0 to obtain better 
yields. Soil with high organic matter/FYM promotes more vegetative growth. This crop requires 
fine seedbed and good moisture in the soil for better germination of the seeds. A deep ploughing 
should be followed by 3 to 4 harrowing will get to the fine tilth of the soil. 
 
Botanical Description / Scientific classification as Uttarakhand (Munsyari Rajma: 
1. Botanical Name   : Phaselous Vulgaris L  
2. Family Name   : Leguminancea 
3. Common Name in Hindi : Rajma 
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1. The morphology of plant is creeping / pole type. 
2. Munsiyari beans plant creeps and it grows like Pumpkin. The length of plant is 20-25 feet. It is 

a complete organic product 
3. Munsyari Rajma is a creeping pole type plant, high yielding Rajma, this variety is suitable for 

cultivation under rainfed timely shown organic condition of Uttarakhand hills.  
4. Munsyari Rajma has an average yield potential of 11 – 12 quintal per hq. with the maturity 

period of 73 – 98 days.  
5. This white colored variety has resistance against bacterial blight and root-rot  
6. Munsyari Rajma is a major high value cash crops in Himalayan hills economically, nutritionally 

and socially. It is an important crop in high mountains and it is based on traditional production 
system of hills. 

7. Munsyari Rajma is highly adopted to the micro climatic condition of the limited geographical 
and with unique taste and fetch 6 – 7 time higher market price, then those Rajma produce in 
the plains. 

8. Munsyari Rajma cultivation is done in the high altitude area ranging from 1600 – 2700 mtrs 
height. 

9. Munsyari Rajma is a good source of Protein and Carbohydrates. It has unique and subtle 
texture; high fiber content, due to this Rajma is favorite of all ages. 

10. Munsyari Rajma has a great demand because of their cooking quality and taste.  
11. The cultivation of Munsyari Rajma is done as mixed crop with potato and maize.  
12. It takes 25 to 30 minutes less cooking time compare to other Rajma produce in the plains or 

other parts of the country. 
 
F) Description: 

 
Munsiyari Rajma (Phaseolus vulgaris L.) is a popularly grown high cash crop in North Western 
Himalayan hills of India. It is popularly known as “Rajmash / Rajma” and generally grown as a 
major kharif pulse as well as in spring season. 
 
Nearly 80% women are engaged in the cultivation process of Rajma in the Munsyari, and 
recognize as women farmer.  
 
By virtue of its excellent nutritional composition, it is an integral part of traditional cuisine and also 
serves as a source of nutritional and livelihood security to the several resource poor rural 
inhabitants. Farmers of this region cultivate several types of landraces of this legume and a great 
diversity of this food legume exists in the high mountain regions in North Western Himalayan hills. 
The landraces cultivated in this region has wide variation in shape, size and colours. 
 
The cultivation process of Munshyari Rajma in Pithorgarh district is a very special characteristic 
noted in this geographical area. 
 
Munsyari Rajama is grown in high attitudes in mineral rich soils and is a source of soulable fiber 
which helps lower cholesterol level. It contains good amount of molybdenum that detoxifies 
sulphite. It is famous for its great taste and cooking quality.  

 
Munsyari Rajma is high in protean and takes less cooking time than usual Rajma.  
 
Nutritional Composition of Musyari Rajma 
Bio Chemical Parametre Result 
Carbohydrate  62.13 % 
Protein  20.50 % 
Crude Fiber  6.80 % 
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Fat  1.00 % 
Total Ash  3.92 % 
Acid Isoluble Ash  2.40 %  
Water soluble Ash  3.52 %  
Anti Oxidant Constituents Present in the Aqueous Extract of 
Munsyari Rajma 
Antioxidant constituents  Result (mg/gm) 
Total Phenolics 2.55 mg./g 
Total Flavonoids  1.58 mg./g 
Total Tannins  2.77 mg./g 
Antioxidant Activity  
Antioxidant Methods Result (mg/gm) 
ABTS method (IC50) 83.30 mg./g 
DPPH method (IC50) 129.80 mg./g  

 
Chemical Composition of Rajma Seeds: 
Seeds contain the bioactive components – alkaloids, flavonoids, fiber, proteins, tannins, 
terpenoids, saponins, quercetin, anthocyarin and catechin. 
 
Medicinal uses of Munshyari Rajma:  
The physiological effects of dry been consumption may be due to the presence of abundant 
phytochemicals, including polyphenolics, which possess both anticarcinogenic and antioxidant 
properties. Compared to other carbohydrate sources, beans have a low glycemic index, so 
incorporation of this foodstuff into the diet may help control the blood glucose level in people with 
diabetes and other chronic degenerative diseases.  

 
G) Geographical area of Production and Map as shown in page no: 

 
Uttarakhand Munshyari Rajma derives its name from Munshyari- Located at an altitude of 7,200 ft, 
Situated at the entrance of Johar valley. 
 
Munsiyari bazaar is a conglomeration of revenue villages and is not categorized as a town. The 
bazaar area comprises the villages of Malla Ghorpatta and Bunga, while Naya Basti, Sarmoli, 
Nana Sem, Jainti, Papdi villages form the periphery of the area popularly called Munsiyari. The 
main bazaar area faces east towards the Himalayan Panchachuli ranges. The upper part of 
Munsiyari is called Malla Johar, which comprises 14 trans-humant alpine villages, that are 
seasonally occupied during the months of May to early November. 
 
District Pithoragarh is situated on longitude 80.218 and latitude on 9.582 
 
Geology: Pithoragarh district area is composed of two high-grade metamorphic gneiss sheets i.e. 
the Higher Himalayan Crystalline (HHC) and Lesser Himalayan Crystalline (LHC) zones. 
 
Major part of cultivation is done in the Bauna, Taumik, Kurijimia, Pato, Golfa, Jalath, Gorhpata, 
Bothi, Daranti villages of Munsyari area of Pithoragar district through the traditional practices.   

 
H) Proof of Origin (Historical records): 

 
Munsiyari is the name of the sub-division headquarters, a conglomeration of revenue villages and 
it also refers to the entire region as Munsiyari Tehsil and Sub Division in the Pithoragarh District in 
the hill-state of Uttarakhand, India. It lies at the base of the great Himalayan mountain range, at an 
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elevation of about 2,200 m (7,200 ft)[1]and is a starting point of various treks into the interior of the 
range. 
Munsyari and there related villages has prominently mentioned in the Himalayan Gazetteer. 
Rajma is much prominent and famous crop of the Munsyari hilly region and is importantly grown in 
the area by the local community, mainly by the Bootiya community and women are much involved 
in this farming. 
The small fruited – Kidney bean (Rajma - Phaseolus vulgaris L) - are cultivated in Kumaon up to 
4500 ft the farmer is rare and has greenish yellow flower, pods 10-15 seeded, The seed with 
numerious longitudinal close streaks.  it is a rain crop and is main commonly cultivated in the hills 
up to 6000 ft. It is considered the most heating of all the pulses and is seldom eaten alone.  
(Reference mentioned from Himalayan Gazetteer by Edwin Thomas Atkinson, Vol. 1 & 3, 
Year-1881)  
 

I) Method of Production: 
 
The related Munsyari village community is exclusively following the traditional practices with 
traditional methods of production which has reflecting their connection with the practices, which 
are continuing from generations. They are very strict to follow the traditional practices even the 
agricultural farming practices. Maximum things done by mannualy because due to the very height 
and slope on the hilly area, it is not possible to use the any type of machine.  

 
Farming & Cultivation of Munsyari Rajma:  Munsyari Rajma is an important crop of this hilly 
region, it is now acclimatized in variable physic geographical and micro climatic conditions of hilly 
regions and therefore develop differences in growth habit, morphological behavior, seed size, 
shape and colour. In district Pithoragarh, Munsyari is a border region adjoining to Tibet area. The 
Rajma produced in this area is in great demand because of their cooking quality and taste, and is 
famous by the name Munsyari Rajma. 
 
The cultivation of this Rajma is done as mixed crop in potato and maize fields.  
The total area under the crop cultivation of Rajma in Munsyari region is around 100-120 hectare 
and as per rough estimation the total production of this Rajma is varies from 1000-1200 quintal 
annually, having economic value of Rs.50-60 lakhs per annum.  
 
Munsyari Rajma, the cultivation of this is done in the altitudes ranging from 1600m to 2700m. In 
high altitudes only one crop in the month of May to September in taken. 
Large part of high altitude villages are inhabited by scheduled Tribes (Bhotias) and the mode of 
their inhabitation is migration. The migrat to high altitudes at the onset of summer and come back 
to lower altitude at the onset of winters. Rajma is the major cash crop grown in these remote 
villages.  
Munsyari Rajma commands a premium of Rs. 5- 10/kg more than  as compared to other Rajma 
sold in the market. 
The morphology of plant is creeping/pole type and variations in the seed colour are observed.  
Properties: - Volume Expansion 
After soaking for 10 – 100 percent hrs at 280C +plus-minus 20C 
After cooking – 120 percent.  
The distinct quality of cooked Rajma is it softness, sweetness and unique aroma.  The length of 
seed varies from 1.4 cm to 2 cm before soaking and after soaking length extends to 2.0 to 2.9cm. 
After cooking the length and volume further increases by 20 percent.     
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 Nutrient composition (Dry weight basis)  
 Nutrient  Quantity (%)  
 Moisture   7.70  
 Protein  25.55 
 Ash  3.43  
 Crude Fibre  3.35 
 Carbohydrate  64.12  
 Starch  46.08 
 Total Sugar   10.11 
 Tryptophan(g/100g Protein)     0.99 
 Methiorine(g/100g protein)     0.95 
 

Farm Management Practices: 
 The are is completely rich with the appropriate moisture in the  soil,  because the area has 

completed covered by the snow in the winter season and up to April and after melting the 
snow, the land has open with the good quality of organic content in the soil.  

 The quality of soil is very rich and amount of manure is much high in this soil. 
 Preparation of land: 2 to 3 ploghing should be given by traditional plough system. It must be 

pulverized with leveled field which makes the soil to fine tilth. Apply manure as local organic 
compost to make the soil rich in fertility.   

 Optimum seed requirement per hectare for Farming: The seed rate required in Rajma 
Farming is about 50 kg/ha. 

 Growing season of White Munsiyari Rajma produced between May to September.   
 
Soil Characteristics: 
The soils of Pithoragarh district can be broadly classified into two types, viz. Soils of Lesser 
Himalaya and Soils of Greater or Central Himalaya. Majority of the area is covered by the first 
type. The soils in this area are exposed in massive mountainous tracts and tangled mass of series 
of ridges divided from each other by deep, narrow valleys. The most predominant soil 
associations in these areas are red loams and brown forest soils. The other types are found only 
under variations of micro topography. Meadow soils occur only in depressionary pockets in valleys 
resulting from the accumulation of finer materials and the removal of soil humus caused by rains 
from the surrounding hill ranges. Soils associated with higher elevations are highly depleted of 
fine fractions and contain 42 percent gravel. On the other hand, the soils associated with lower 
elevations (e.g. valleys) contain only 21 percent gravel. Soils associated with pastures and forests 
(e.g. open for grazing) seem to be highly depleted of fine soil formation. The soil depth is mostly 
shallow to very shallow. 
 
Suitable soil for Rajma Cultivation: Rajma thrives on a wide variety of soils. Well drained loamy 
soils are the best for its cultivation. This crop is very sensitive to salinity and soil. pH should be 5.5 
to 6.0 to obtain better yields. Soil with high organic matter/FYM promotes more vegetative growth. 
This crop requires fine seedbed and good moisture in the soil for better germination of the seeds. 
A deep ploughing should be followed by 3 to 4 harrowing will get to the fine tilth of the soil. 
 
The Physical Characteristics of Munsiyari Rajma (Phaseolus vulgaris L.) is a popularly grown high 
cash crop in North Western Himalayan hills of India. It is popularly known as “Rajmash / Rajma” 
and generally grown as a major kharif pulse as well as in spring season. By virtue of its excellent 
nutritional composition, it is an integral part of traditional cuisine and also serves as a source of 
nutritional and livelihood security to the several resource poor rural inhabitants. Farmers of this 
region cultivate several types of landraces of this legume and a great diversity of this food legume 
exists in the high mountain regions in North Western Himalayan hills. 
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J) Uniqueness: 
 

1. Munsiyari Rajma and its importance has mentioned in the Himalayan Gazetteer by Edwin 
Thomas Atkinson, Vol. 1 & 3 

2. Munsiyari Rajma is excellent in culinary properties as well as have high nutritional value and 
is regarded as an important functional food containing high levels of chemically diverse 
components (phenols, resistant starch, vitamins, fructose-oligosaccharides) giving protection 
against such conditions as oxidative stress, cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, metabolic 
syndrome and many types of cancer.  

3. Specialty of Munshyari Rajma: The Specialty of Munshari Rajma is, it is very nutritious and 
very easy to cook, it takes almost half cooking time (25-30 minutes) than the Rajma of other 
places. . 

4. Munsiyari beans plant creeps and it grows like Pumpkin. The length of plant is 20-25 feet 
and the size of Munsiyari Rajma Fally is between 6 – 8 Inches and sometime 10 inches and 
above. (correct) -  

5. Munsyari Rajma is a creeping pole type high yielding Rajma, this variety is suitable for 
cultivation under rainfed timely shown organic condition of Munsyari hills.  

6. Uttarakhand Munsyari Rajma derives its name from Munsyari- Located at an altitude of 
7,200 ft, Situated at the entrance of Johar valley is the main prominent area of this Razma 
cultivation in full organic manner  

7. Rich in vitamins and other minerals, H2H, Munsiyari Rajma is a good source of protein & 
carbohydrates. Due to its unique and subtle taste, high fiber content and color, this Rajma is 
favorite of all ages. Munsyari White Rajma is large, with a thin, white skin and a subtle flavor. 
White Rajma also has higher mineral content, providing more iron, calcium, magnesium, 
potassium and zinc.  

8. Nearly 80% women are engaged in the cultivation process of Munsyari Rajma in Munsyari 
area of Pithorgarh district is a very special characteristic noted in this geographical area. 

9. Munsyari Rajma is a good source of Protein and Carbohydrates. It has unique and subtle 
text; high fiber content, due to this Rajma is favorite of all ages.   

10. The cultivation of Munsyari Rajma is done as mixed crop with potato and maize.  
  

K) Inspection Body: 
1. One Representative from the Agriculture, Department of Food Processing, Government of  

Uttarakhand 
2. One Representative from O/o Development Commissioner Govt. of India having office at 

Pithoragarh, Uttarakhand 
3. One Representative from local NGO 
4. 2 Master craftsman or National / State Awardees. 
5. One Representative from Farmers and Exporters of GI Product. 
6. One Representative from District Administration. 
7. NABARD, Uttarakhand 
8. Representative of related Farmers and related Traders & Exporters in this concern product. 
9. Agriculture University/ colleges / Research Institute. 

 
L) Others: 

 
Munsiyari rajma has a subtle, earthy taste and needs less time to cook compared to regular 
rajma. Rich in protein and soluble fiber, it helps in lowering cholesterol levels and encouraging cell 
repair. Rajma is a healthy option for diabetics due to its low glycemic index that keeps body sugar 
content balanced. It is rich in Vitamin B1 and Manganese that boosts energy. It is anti-acidic and 
easily digestible with negligible flatulence feeling. 
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Advertised under Rule 41 (1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & Protection) Rules, 
2002 in the Geographical Indications Journal 138 dated June 30, 2020 

 
G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER – 652 

Application Date: 27-05-2019 
 
Application is made by Sugandh Uttarapath Kisan Swayat Sahkarita at Village & Post Bhandarigaon, 
Block - Kanalichhina, Pithoragarh – 262 552, Uttarakhand, India for Registration in Part A of the Register 
of Uttarakhand Ringal Craft under Application No. 652 in respect of Ringal products falling in Class – 20 
& 21 is hereby advertised as accepted under Sub-section (1) of Section 13 of Geographical Indications of 
Goods (Registration and Protection) Act, 1999. 
 
A) Name of the Applicant   : Sugandh Uttarapath Kisan Swayat Sahkarita, 

 
 
B) Address    : Sugandh Uttarapath Kisan Swayat Sahkarita, 

Village & Post Bhandarigaon,  
Block - Kanalichhina, Pithoragarh – 262 552,  
Uttarakhand, India. 
 
Facilitated By: 
District Administration, Pithoragarh,  
Government of Uttarakhand. 

 
C) Name of the Geographical Indication : 

UTTARAKHAND RINGAL CRAFT 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
D) Types of Good    : Class 20 & 21 – Ringal products 
 
E) Specification: 

 
Ringal weaving is a nifty art of Uttarakhand. It is an age old craft of Uttarakhand. The artisans use 
a special species of dwarf Ringal that grows in these areas to weave. The forests of Uttarakhand 
are natural ground for this Ringal. There are different verities of Ringal weaving in the form of 
baskets, bins, mats and other utility items that were intricately woven, yet sturdy to look at. Ringal 
is a flexible, durable Ringal products. The Ringal weaving provides livelihood to the communities 
of Chamoli, Bageshwar, Khalijhuri, Pithoragarh.  
 
1. The life duration of Ringal is nearly 20-25 years and due to this the product made by Ringal 

is very popular for their long durability.  
2. Among Ringal species Chimnobambusa jaunsarensis was mostly used and preferred by the 

ringal weavers (Rudiya’s) for making articles due to its availability, durability and quality 
followed by Dev Ringal (Himalayacalamus falconeri) due to its flexible and smooth nature. 

3. The artisans use a special species of Ringal mximum Dev Ringal for puja purpose in various 
spiritual yatra in Badrinath, Kedarnath, Nandadevi, that grows in these areas to weave. The 
forests of Uttarakhand are natural ground for this Ringal.  
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4. There are different verities of Ringal weaving in the form of baskets, bins, mats and other 
utility items that were intricately woven, yet sturdy to look at. Ringal is a flexible, durable 
Ringal products made from it can last up to 20 years.  

5. The most important characteristic of Ringal is that, it is nearly water resistance in comparison 
to the Bamboo, and Ringal much survive in the snow fall area in upper Himalayan region, 
due to this it is very much popular in the villagers and even in the tourist places in the 
Himalayan area in Uttarakhand.  

6. The Ringal weaving provides livelihood to the communities of Uttarakhand hilly artisans and 
weavers mainly in Chamoli, Bageshwar, Khalijhuri, Pithoragarh, Almora Joshimath, 
Rudraprayag. Four species of Ringal were commonly used on the basis of their 
characteristic. Among these Ringal species Chimnobaubusa jaunsarensis was mostly (40%) 
used by the ringal weavers (locally known as Rudiya) for making ringal based crafts and 
utility items followed by Thamnocalamus falconeri (30%) due to their smoothness. flexible 
and durable nature. In the marginalized hill area villages of Dewal block, a total of 4 species 
viz. Himalayacalamus falconeri, Chimnobambusa jaunsarensis, Drepanostachyum falcatum 
and Thamnocalamus spathiflorus belonging to Poaceae family which were being used for 
making handicraft and agricultural items; 
 
Botanical Name  Vernacular 

name  
Special characters  

Chimnobambusa jaunsarensis Syn.  Ginwas Ringal  More flexible, durable,  
Thamnocalamus Falconeri (Munro) 
Keng f.  

Deo or Dev ringal  Smooth, flexible, shining and 
soft nature  

Drepanostachyum falcatum (Nees) 
Keng f.  

Gadh Ringal  Less flexible& durable and 
weak  

Thamnocalamus spathiflorus (Trin.) 
Munro.  

Tham ringal  Long durable and hard in 
nature  

 
F) Description: 

 
Ringal weaving is a nifty art of Uttarakhand. It is an age old craft of Uttarakhand. The artisans use 
a special species of dwarf Ringal that grows in these areas to weave. The forests of Uttarakhand 
are natural ground for this Ringal. There are different verities of Ringal weaving in the form of 
baskets, bins, mats and other utility items that were intricately woven, yet sturdy to look at. Ringal 
is a flexible, durable Ringal products made from it can last up to 20 years. The Ringal weaving 
provides livelihood to the communities of Chamoli, Bageshwar, Khalijhuri, Pithoragarh.  
 
Four species of Ringal were commonly used on the basis of their characteristic. Among these 
Ringal species Chimnobaubusa jaunsarensis was mostly (40%) used by the ringal weavers 
(locally known as Rudiya) for making ringal based crafts and utility items followed by 
Thamnocalamus falconeri (30%) due to their smoothness. flexible and durable nature*  
 
In the marginalized hill area villages a total of 4 species viz. Himalayacalamus falconeri, 
Chimnobambusa jaunsarensis, Drepanostachyum falcatum and Thamnocalamus spathiflorus 
belonging to Poaceae family which were being used for making handicraft and agricultural items.  
 
Among these species Chimnobambusa jaunsarensis was mostly used and preferred by the ringal 
weavers (Rudiya’s) for making articles due to its availability, durability and quality followed by 
Himalayacalamus falconeri due to its flexible and smooth nature, whereas Drepanostachyum 
falcatum which was abundantly available in the nearby forest areas of the study villages, was not 
preferred by the weavers due to its less durable nature and roughness of bark (fiber).  
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Therefore, this species was less used for making craft and utility items. The species of 
Thamnocalamus spathiflorus was commonly used in covering and weaving roof of grassy houses 
(goth or chhani) and making hooka pipes and walking sticks.  Ringal species play an important 
role in improving the socio-economic status of scheduled caste families of the marginalized areas 
of Uttarakhand in upper region.  
 
Ringal is socio - economically and ecologically important group of hill Ringal in Uttarakhand 
Kumaun and Garhwal Himalayas represented by four species namely: Sinarundinaria anceps 
(Mitf.) Chao and Renvoize (old name Sinarundinaria jaunsarensis, Gamble) commonly known as 
Saura Ringal, Arundinaria falcata (Nees) Gol Ringal, Thamnocalamus spathiflorus (Trin.) Munro 
(Tham Ringal) and Thamnocalamus falconeri (Hook f. ex Munro), Dev Ringal.  
 
The species have wide variety of uses in the form of roofing, flooring material for houses, 
vegetables , medicines, fuel , fodder in periods of scarcity, stakes for cash crops, handicrafts, 
walking sticks, fishing rods, hookah pipes and baskets especially kiltas.  
 
These Ringals are widely used in many purpose, that contributes significantly to the livelihood of 
poor rurals/artisans in this state. 
 
Major Ringal products and its use: 
 
Propducts Product Description Uses 
Big basket  Large netted, cylindrical bucket shaped 

prepared by ringal sticks  
Used for crop residue, manure, 
fodder and litter collection 

Basket  A round shaped vessel made of ringal fibril. 
Flower basket, Puja basket, Fruit basket, 
Tissue paper case, Mobile case 

For keeping Chapati, fruits and 
flowers. Prayer purpose, Tissue 
paper case, Mobile case, carrying 
Puja utensils in Dev Ringal 

Winnower  A basket used for winnowing grains at 
home or in a paddy field  

Winnowing grains  

Toothpaste 
stand  

Glass shaped products prepared by ringal 
fibril  

Keeping tooth brush, tooth paste  
and various type of utility products.  

Flowerpot  A flowerpot made by ringal fibril  For decoration purposes 
Plate  A shallow round plate made by ringal fibril  Used in temples for keeping 

flowers, fruits, etc in the Char 
Dham Yatra.  

Dustbin  A dome shaped basket like product 
prepared by ringal fibril  

A container for keeping household 
waste 

Mat  A piece of woven floor material used 
primarily to cover floor.  

Used for drying grains like paddy, 
wheat in the sun  

Tray  A flat, shallow, rimmed vessel  For keeping tea, snacks, papers 
and files  

Broom  Large brush made by ringal branches  For sweeping and cleaning floors  
jewellery Many type of modern jewelries are making  Much demanded in urban market 

as natural as natural and eco-
friendly product.  

Rakhi  A variety of rakhi at the time of 
Rakshabandhan festival has developed by 
women artisans  

A innovative initiative is much 
appreciated in the city area with 
high demand as natural and unique 
product.  

Nest  Various type of Nest preparation In the city area garden in metros, it 
is much demanded as natural Nest. 
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Decorative 
Boxes 

Different type of boxes making. Use as natural and eco-friendly 
product  

Packaging 
Boxes 

Various type of packaging boxes  Complete eco-friendly and packing 
boxes also used after finish of the 
main product. 

Fodder  Green leaves  Leaves used as fodder for 
browsing animals  

Fencing  Old sticks  Used as fencing, mulching and 
covering material for nurseries.  

Fuel  Dry sticks  For cooking fuel 
 

G) Geographical area of Production and Map as shown in page no: 
 
“Uttarakhand Ringal products” is practiced in whole of Uttarakhand state. 

 
Geography 
Himalayan state Uttarakhand has a total area of 53,483 sq. km of which 86% is mountainous and 
65% is covered by forest. Most of the northern parts of the state are covered by the Himalayan 
peaks and glaciers. 
 
Districts    Latitude   Longitude 
Uttar Kashi    30.33°    78.03° 
Rudra Prayag    30.28°    78.98° 
Chamauli    30.2555    30.2555 
Dehradun    30.322    78.026 
Tehri Garhwal    30.29°    78.52° 
Haridwar    29.96 N    78.16 E 
Pauri     29.26 & 30.19 N   78.12 & 79.14 E 
Pithoragarh    9.582    80.218 
Bageshwar    29.847    79.778 
Almora     29° 35' 49.67" N  79° 39' 32.80" E 
Nainital     29.380    79.463 
Champawat    29.336    80.091 
Udham Singh Nagar   29.045    79.368 

 
H) Proof of Origin (Historical records): 

 
The forests of Garhwal Himalayas are the richest as far as the various natural resources are 
concerned. Among these forest resources, Ringal is the most beneficial of the livelihood 
resources particularly for the scheduled caste families of the region. These families have retained 
ancient as well as traditional knowledge of ringal weaving work since time immemorial. ringal thus 
plays an important role in enhancing and strengthening their economic as well as socio-economic 
status as these families are directly or indirectly engaged in ringal weaving work. It serves to fulfill 
the various day to day needs of these communities like housing, utensils, food and agricultural 
products, and thus plays an important role in strengthening their socioeconomic status. 
 
It is also important to learn that information on traditional uses of Ringal species varies between 
as well as within regions. 
 
A number of Gazetters and old books have mentioned about the Ringal and its use for various 
purpose from Himalayan region.  
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1. Almora: A Gazetteer, Volume XXXV of the District Gazetteers of The United Provinces of 
Agra and Oudh, Edited & Compiled by H.G. Walton, I.C.S.- 1911, 

2. British Garhwal. A Ghazetteer:, Bill ING Volume XXXVI Tub. District Gazetteers of the United 
Provinces of Agra and Oudh. By H. G. Walton, I.E.S. Allahabad: Printed by F. Luker, 
Superintendent, Government Press.1910, 

3. Himalayan Gazetteer, Vol.1 by Edwin Thomas Atkinson –   
4. The History of a Himalayan Princely State – (An Interpretative History of Princely State of 

Tehri Garhwal, U.P.),   
 

I) Method of Production: 
 
In Uttarakhand, bamboo mats and baskets are a significant part of the craft tradition of every 
agrarian culture. Ringal is available in different villages and adjoining forests in state of 
Uttarakhand. The practice of this craft is more as a tradition as well as a mean of earning 
livelihood.   
 
List of Tools and Raw Materials: 
 
Ringal Bamboo:  Raw Material used to weave the basket. 
Khurpi:  Knife to cut into strips and peel the outer layer. 
Cutter: Used to cut the bamboo into required sizes. 
 
Traditional Processing of Ringal:  
 
 Ringal is collected throughout the year for a variety of purposes. Only well-formed culm of 2-3 

cm diameter is preferred for harvesting. Deo ringal is the most popular and reputed species. 
This Dev Ringal use for Puja purpose products.  

 General household tools are used for harvesting. A cut is made up to 10-15 cm above the 
ground, which helps to facilitate re-sprouting next year.  

 Traditional processing methods involve exposing the bark (light peeling); drying for 3-4 days 
in sun or kitchen corner; division in 4-12 parts according to the requirements; and weaving or 
crafting domestic implements. 

 Ringal craft is practiced in many places of Uttarakhand due to abundant availability of rich 
quality and variety of species of Ringal in local forest.  

 The farmers fetch the ringal Ringal from the forest in October to November and weave the 
baskets in the winter when there is not much work in fields. The whole Ringal is split into 
small strips as per the product to be made. The excess fibre of Ringal splits are removed 
before weaving the basket. Artisan makes sure to split the Ringal in different widths for warp 
and weft.  

 An average of 8-10 sticks is used for preparing conical baskets (Ghida) of average height. 
About 5-8 Ghidas can be prepared by 30 kg culms collected in a daylong visit by a person. 
Each culm splits into 4-8 longitudinal strips and sometimes more depending upon the shape 
and size of the basket and the culm’s thickness. This is then scraped to smoothen the edges 
and for having uniform thickness especially at the nodes.  

 Most of the products prepared by ringal are roughly finished with sharp edges, non-uniform in 
colour and texture as a natural and eco-friendly product.  

 The thick wide strips are first placed to make the base. Thin strips are weaved by overlapping 
the base strips. Once the base is formed, the side walls are increased by adding the 
additional Ringal strips. Once the weave is attained required height, the rim is sandwiched 
with two thick Ringal splits to interlock the border.  

 Artisan scholarly weaves the basket and many crafts to obtain dark and lighter contrast on the 
outer surface of the product by selecting and inserting darker and lighter shades of Ringal 
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splits. The finished baskets are mainly used for storing grains and supplements and carrying 
purposes. Some crafts are ornamented with plain weaves.  

 Ringal Ringal products are tough and long durable. 
 These products are very strong and suitable for multipurpose uses. Containers, storages, 

mats, baskets, winnows (sieve used when the crop is harvested to clear impurities in grains) 
are made to cater local needs. 

 The common household kitchen product 'Sieve' or 'winnow', is mainly used for agricultural and 
kitchen purposes. Lengthy Ringal pole is split into wide thin splits. Slightly tender Ringal splits 
are directly used for winnow weaving. In case if the Ringal splits are dried, they are soaked in 
water before weaving to regain moisture.  

 Winnow weaving process is done by arranging the Ringal strips in criss-cross manner with the 
help of small Ringal stick. Once the weaving is completed, the extra edges are cut and 
removed. A small tender stick is tied on the edge of the winnow to give reinforcement. 

 
J) Uniqueness: 

 
1. The natural resources form the major livelihood base the most important natural 

resources in Uttarakhand providing fuel wood, fodder, biomass and other major and 
minor forest produces.  

2. Ringal (a dwarf Ringal) and natural fiber, medicinal & aromatic plants are one among the 
potential resources available in different villages and adjoining forests in state Uttarakhand.  

3. The most important characteristic of Ringal is that, it is nearly water resistence in comparison 
to the Bamboo, and Ringal much survive in the snow fall area in upper Himalayan region, due 
to this it is very much popular in the villagers and even in the tourist places in the Himalayan 
area in Uttarakhand.  

4. Different type of Basketry: Weaving of various kinds of baskets and other articles form the 
major use of ringal among the Himalayan community for carrying livestock dung, manure, fuel 
wood and other forest produce, fodder, grass, ration, and clothes for washing. These vary in 
shape and capacity according to the use. 

5. Slightly conical shaped baskets are called ‘Solta’ or ‘Ghida’. The size and shape of ‘Ghida’ 
or ‘Solta’ varies according to usage requirement such as carriage of water, milk container, 
carriage of bulky material, carriage of food to fields and pasture lands, storage purposes and 
collection of fruits etc.  

6. Large baskets are harnessed to the back with the help of rope of Dholan (Girardinia 
diversifolia) and Bhang (Cannabis sativa). 

7. Woven articles: Various articles such as ‘Suppa’ (winnower) for winnowing of grains; 
‘Moreta’ (mat) laid down on the earthen floor for sitting purposes and for drying grains and 
edible items; ‘Bhwanu’ (broom) for sweeping and cleaning floors. 

8. Construction, fields and other domestic uses: Ringal is used by villagers for giving 
support to weak-stemmed cash crops (especially vegetables) to climb up; roofing of 
temporary house at meadows;  

9. Dry sticks as fuel wood for cooking purposes; decorative items, and ‘Kalam’ (ink pen) 
used by local astrologers for writing horoscope. 

10. Ringal has commercial application and offer development opportunity for marginalized 
communities and provide off needed income and equitable distribution of income for 
livelihood.  

11. All five species of ringal Drepanostachyum falcatum, Thamnocalamus pathiflorus, T. 
jonsarensis, Arundineria falcate and Bhatputra (locally identified) are used by the villagers or 
weavers.  

12. First two Drepanostachyum falcatum, Thamnocalamus pathiflorus are popularly considered 
species of ringal for making various articles like table lamp, flowerpot and other products.  

13. Due to easy availability of Drepanostachyum falcatum (Golu ringal) in lower altitudes (1000-
2000m) it is used maximally (87%) and on high altitudinal regions (above 2000m)  
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14. Thamnocalamus pathiflorus (Dev ringal) is used maximally (83%), however Arundineria 
falcate (Sararu ringal) and Bhattputra (locally identified) are also used 70% and 61%). Due to 
less availability of T. jonsarensis (Tham ringal) it is used minimum (35%) in high altitudes.  

15. ‘Kandi’ used for collecting and carrying ceremonial items etc. 
 

 
K) Inspection Body: 

 
1. One Representative from the Department of Industries, Government of Uttarakhand. 
2. One Representative from O/o Development Commissioner (Handicraft), Govt. of India having 

office at Pithoragarh, Uttarakhand  
3. One Representative from Local NGO, 
4. 2 Master craftsman or National / State Awardees. 
5. One Representative from Traders and Exporters of GI Product. 
6. One Representative from District Administration. 
7. NABARD, Uttarakhand 
8. Representative of related Master artisans / craftsman and related Awardees in this concern 

product. 
 
L) Others: 

 
Ringal has commercial application and offer development opportunity for marginalized 
communities and provide off needed income and equitable distribution of income for livelihood. All 
five species of ringal Drepanostachyum falcatum, Thamnocalamus pathiflorus, T. jonsarensis, 
Arundineria falcate and Bhatputra (locally identified) are used by the villagers or weavers. First 
two Drepanostachyum falcatum, Thamnocalamus pathiflorus are popularly considered species of 
ringal for making various articles like table lamp, flowerpot and other products. Due to easy 
availability of Drepanostachyum falcatum (Golu ringal) in lower altitudes (1000-2000m) it is used 
maximally (87%) and on high altitudinal regions (above 2000m) Thamnocalamus pathiflorus (Dev 
ringal) is used maximally (83%), however Arundineria falcate (Sararu ringal) and Bhattputra 
(locally identified) are also used 70% and 61%). Due to less availability of T. jonsarensis (Tham 
ringal) it is used minimum (35%) in high altitudes.  
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Advertised under Rule 41 (1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & Protection) Rules, 
2002 in the Geographical Indications Journal 138 dated June 30, 2020 

 
G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER – 653 

Application Date: 27-05-2019 
 
Application is made by Khanat Gadtir Nidhi Tamra Swayat Sahkarita at Khanat, Berinag, Pithoragarh, 
Uttarakhand, India for Registration in Part A of the Register of Uttarakhand Tamta Product under 
Application No. 653 in respect of Tamta Products falling in Class – 21 is hereby advertised as accepted 
under Sub-section (1) of Section 13 of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) 
Act, 1999. 
 
A) Name of the Applicant   : Khanat Gadtir Nidhi Tamra Swayat Sahkarita, 
 
B) Address    : Khanat Gadtir Nidhi Tamra Swayat Sahkarita, 

Khanat, Berinag, Pithoragarh,  
Uttarakhand, India.  
 
Facilitated By: 
District Administration, Pithoragarh,  
Government of Uttarakhand. 

 
C) Name of the Geographical Indication : 

UTTARAKHAND TAMTA PRODUCT 

 
 
D) Types of Good    : Class 21 – Tamta Products 
 
E) Specification: 

 
Tamta Product (Tamta Product) is well-known for its medicinal and curative properties. Several 
items of everyday use are thus still traditionally fashioned out of Tamta; these are used prolifically 
in the villages and urban areas in whole Uttarakhand since generations.  
 
Water – if kept for some time (like overnight) – in Tamta vessels is supposed to absorb the 
medicinal properties of the Tamta. Tamta surahis (traditional, jug-like vessels, with spouted 
mouths), glasses, and flat-bottomed traditional water containers called lotas are common 
products.  
 
Plates and bowls for everyday use are also made of Tamta. Vessels in which the metal has a low 
gauge (thus making the metal thick) are used for cooking – most frequently, they are used to cook 
those foods that require sustained low heat. Storage jars, vases, and diyas (lamps) are also made 
by the Tamtas (Tamta is also a caste, who is making these Tamta (copper) utensils in 
Uttarakhand. 
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Heavy elaborated work depicting flowers, petals, curved stems creepers and images of deities. 
Few traditional motifs like small circular dots are made on the outer surface of the product by 
beating with hammer, the beating also helps to make base of the product strong. The dot pattern 
products are well known traditional products right from ancient days all over India and still 
continued.  
 
 The process is basically that of beaten metal-work, in which the metal is beaten into the 

required shape. A wooden hammer is used while shaping the metal; a much heavier iron 
hammer for processes that involve sizing, like increasing the size of a strip.  Beaten Tamta 
ware is made prolifically in Uttarakhand. 

 The basic raw materials used are sheets of Tamta (copper), or patches made from melted 
scrap. The sheets are of varying thickness, with thickness being measured in gauges; the 
higher the number of the gauge, the thicker the sheet (and, correspondingly, the lower the 
number of the gauge, the thinner the sheet). 

 A lot of the items – especially the smaller ones – are worked from a single piece of the metal. 
Jointing, however, makes the work simpler. The sheer time and craftsmanship required in 
making a single-piece item makes the end product very expensive; that kind of 
craftsmanship cannot be often afforded. 

 The joint is made with a combination of brass and zinc, which is melted in an earth-kiln fire 
and is then mixed with Suhaga – a white, grainy powder that is bought in the market, and is 
commonly used by goldsmiths. The joint can be taken apart by craftsperson’s only by 
heating the metal at the joint and then beating it – not otherwise. 

 The design element is introduced using a Sunni or Iron rod, on which force is applied with a 
Hammer. The finished product – that is, after jointing, if jointing is involved – is washed with 
acid or placed in heated grain heaps; the hot piece is covered with chaff.  

 No air must touch the piece. When the object is removed from the slowly cooling chaff, the 
metal is seen to have acquired luster. Besides specific motifs, a pattern of small squares is 
impressed all over the piece by hand-beating using a hammer. 

 
F) Description: 

 
Tamta ware craft is found in three major districts of Uttarakhand, namely, Almora, Bageshwar and 
Pithoragarh but also making by the Tamta community in other part of Uttarakhand, where they 
have their residence and traditionally involve in this product making. The craftspeople engaged in 
making Tamtaware in the hills of the Kumaun region are known as Tamtas.  
 
Owing to the stiff competition faced by these arts and crafts from the modern and cheap machine-
made products, the Government of Uttarakhand felt the need to take concrete step for their revival 
and promotion in order to prevent this precious creativity from fading away.  
 
Tamta products are always treated as ritual objects during festive and ceremonial occasions. The 
traditional objects like idols of deities, Kalash (holy pot), Ghagars (pitchers), Diyas (Tamta lamps), 
vases, and spoons are made for worshipping purposes. Other objects like water filter, glasses, 
mugs and water pots are made which are essential for daily life.  
 
The utensils and traditional products are beautifully embellished with embossed work. The motifs 
include zig-zag patterns, leaf, flower and straight line patterns. Heavy elaborated work depicting 
flowers, petals, curved stems creepers and images of deities. Few traditional motifs like small 
circular dots are made on the outer surface of the product by beating with hammer, the beating 
also helps to make base of the product strong. The dot pattern products are well known traditional 
products right from ancient days all over India and still continued.  
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The products are sold in the major utensil shops in related districts in Uttarakhand including the 
local bazaar and also in local fairs held at Dehradoon, Surajkund, Delhi Hatt, SARAS Mela, 
Beageshwar Mela, and Almora festival including the religious yatra in Garhwal and Kumaun 
region including Chardham Yatra like Kedarnath, Badrinath, Gangotri and Yamunotri. These 
Tamta products are treated as holy utensils for the prayer purpose. Many products are exported to 
Nepal for marketing. The price range of this Tamta product varies from place to place, depending 
upon the quality of work and also as per the uniqueness of craftsmanship. 
 
Tamta products are always treated as ritual objects during festive and ceremonial occasions. The 
traditional objects like idols of deities, Kalash (holy pot), Ghagars (pitchers), Diyas (Tamta lamps), 
vases, and spoons are made for worshipping purposes. Other objects like water filter, glasses, 
mugs and water pots are made which are essential for daily life.  
 
The utensils and traditional products are beautifully embellished with embossed work. The motifs 
include zig-zag patterns, leaf, flower and straight line patterns. Heavy elaborated work depicting 
flowers, petals, curved stems creepers and images of deities. Few traditional motifs like small 
circular dots are made on the outer surface of the product by beating with hammer, the beating 
also helps to make base of the product strong. The dot pattern products are well known traditional 
products right from ancient days all over India and still continued.  
 
The sheets of Tamta is cut into required shape and molded as per the shape of final products to 
be made. To make products like pots, parts are mad separately then soldered to join. Finally the 
outer surface is polished for glossy finish. 
 

G) Geographical area of Production and Map as shown in page no: 
 
“Uttarakhand Tamta Product” is practiced mainly in Almora, Bageshwar and Pithoragarh districts of 
Uttarakhand and whole of Uttarakhand state. 
 
Districts   Latitude   Longitude 
Uttar Kashi   30.33°    78.03° 
Rudra Prayag   30.28°    78.98° 
Chamauli   30.2555    79.447 
Dehradun   30.322    78.026 
Tehri Garhwal   30.29°    78.52° 
Haridwar   29.96 N    78.16 E 
Pauri    29.26 & 30.19 N   78.12 & 79.14 E 
Pithoragarh   9.582    80.218 
Bageshwar   29.847    79.778 
Almora    29° 35' 49.67" N  79° 39' 32.80" E 
Nainital    29.380    79.463 
Champawat   29.336    80.091 
Udham Singh Nagar  29.045    79.368 

 
H) Proof of Origin (Historical records): 

 
The Tamta Mohalla is a locality in the old city of Almora, which in earlier times belonged to the 
Tamta smiths. Tamta ware is one of the traditional crafts of Almora and some of the best 
Tamtasmiths still work from Tamta Mohalla. In Bageshwar, the Kharai Patti region was once 
famous for its Tamta mines until mining was banned by the British Raj. 
 
The origins of Tamta Tamtaware craft can be traced back to 16th century AD, when the 
Chandravanshi clan of the Rajasthan region migrated to the Champawat region of the hill state 
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that is today known as Uttarakhand. The traditional Tamta smiths of Rajasthan were brought 
along with the royal court to mint Tamta coins for the state treasury.  
 
A few of these Tamta crafts persons shifted to Almora and the Kharai Patti region in Bageshwar. 
Eventually, the Chandravanshi rulers were overthrown by the Gorkhas. In the year 1816, 
according to the treaty signed between the British and the Gorkhas, a ban was imposed on Tamta 
mining in the region. Gradually, the Tamta crafts persons started practicing this art to produce 
household articles. 
 
There are many archaeological evidences which reveal that the ancient people of this region had 
expertise in metal technology and tool making. It is learnt from the descriptions of Trail that Tamta 
sticks and iron ingots were exported from Uttarakhand to other regions (Trail 1828, in Tamta).  
 
Copper and Tin is found in Kumaun and Garhwal. The local iron smelters produced iron from 
hematite and magnetite iron ores through the process of smelting. They used furnaces for 
smelting and procuring iron metal for being put to different uses. According to Mr.Atkinson, the 
furnaces were made with common stone and clay.  
 
Nearly one hundred and twenty one furnaces were functional in this region. It has also been 
mentioned in the Chand documents that tax was imposed on Tamta mines of this region. Some 
evidence show that the iron ore which is found in this hilly region is considered to be the best. 
That was manufactured in India till 18th century might have been made by traditional method. It is 
clear by the British documents that different commodities were exported to the plain areas from 
Uttarakhand and most probably iron was one of them.  
 
The Tamta anthropormhs which are related to Tamta hoard culture of Ganga valley, date back to 
third millennium BCE. Uttarakhand has played a significant role in meeting the requirement of 
metals for the urbanisation of the Ganga valley. According to Tripathi and Mishra old iron smiths 
of central India made their shutters close to the source of the ores and they lived in Kumaun and 
other areas too.(Tripathi & Mishra, 1997: 59-66). 
 

I) Method of Production: 
 
The related Tamta Product community is involved in the Tamta Mohalla since very long time and 
exclusively follow the traditional practices with traditional motifs, designs which has reflecting their 
connection with the practices, which are continuing from generations. They are very strict to follow 
the traditional practices even the colors and detailing of craft, this model time too. The art of 
making Tamta vessels is basically originated and well noticed in Almora district of Uttarakhand. 
The Shilpkaars (artisans) belongs to Tamta community locally who are highly engaged in 
producing Tamta products, which are useful in daily life and, also during ritual and festive 
occasions. Tamta Mohalla is the famous locality in old city of Almora renowned for skilled 
Tamtasmiths. Many Tamta products like household utensils, musical instruments, decorated 
articles, water filters etc., are made. Artisans locally procure Tamta (from Bageshwar Tamta 
mines). The sheets of Tamta is cut into required shape and molded as per the shape of final 
products to be made. To make products like pots, parts are mad separately then soldered to join. 
Finally the outer surface is polished for glossy finish. 
 
The utensils and traditional products are beautifully embellished with embossed work. The 
motifs include zig-zag patterns, leaf, flower and straight line patterns. Heavy elaborated work 
depicting flowers, petals, curved stems creepers and images of deities. Few traditional motifs like 
small circular dots are made on the outer surface of the product by beating with hammer, the 
beating also helps to make base of the product strong. The dot pattern products are well known 
traditional products right from ancient days all over India and still continued 
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Tools - The main tools are  
Scissors - Used to cut the Tamta sheets.  
Prakar - Compass is used for marking and also for measuring.  
Hammer - It is used for creating dot patterns. Hammer that has a square head and rounded 
edges.  
Wooden Mallet - These are used in beating process to make the base strong.  
Stone - Used for shaping.  
Metal Rod - It used for shaping and engraving the motif designs.  
Chisel - It is used for creating and also for embossing design patterns.  
File - Used for polishing and to remove rough edges.  
Bhatti - Kiln for heating process. Traditional furnace used for heating process 
Metal Scrubber - Used to remove stains and polish the Tamta surface.  
 
Raw Material:   The basic raw materials used are sheets of Tamta(copper), or patches made from 
melted scrap. The sheets are of varying thickness, with thickness being measured in gauges; the 
higher the number of the gauge, the thicker the sheet (and, correspondingly, the lower the number 
of the gauge, the thinner the sheet). The process is basically that of beaten metal-work, in which 
the metal is beaten into the required shape. A wooden hammer is used while shaping the metal; a 
much heavier iron hammer for processes that involve sizing, like increasing the size of a strip. 
 
Making process: 
The process is basically that of beaten metal-work, in which the metal is beaten into the required 
shape. A wooden hammer is used while shaping the metal; a much heavier iron hammer for 
processes that involve sizing, like increasing the size of a strip.  Various writers have mentioned 
about Tamta product like - a lot of the items – especially the smaller ones – are worked from a 
single piece of the metal. Jointing, however, makes the work simpler. The sheer time and 
craftsmanship required in making a single-piece item makes the end product very expensive; that 
kind of craftsmanship cannot be often afforded. The joint is made with a combination of brass and 
zinc, which is melted in an earth-kiln fire and is then mixed with Suhaga – a white, grainy powder 
that is bought in the market, and is commonly used by goldsmiths. The joint, says Suresh Lal, can 
be taken apart by craftsperson’s only by heating the metal at the joint and then beating it – not 
otherwise. 
 
The design element is introduced using a sunni or iron rod, on which force is applied with a 
hammer. The finished product – that is, after jointing, if jointing is involved – is washed with acid or 
placed in heated grain heaps; the hot piece is covered with chaff. No air must touch the piece. 
When the object is removed from the slowly cooling chaff, the metal is seen to have acquired 
luster. Besides specific motifs, a pattern of small squares is impressed all over the piece by hand-
beating using a hammer. 
 
Cutting: Tamta is soft metal when compared other metals like brass, bronze, iron. Hence it is 
easily malleable into required shape. The Tamta sheet is beaten to make it flat. The design 
outlines are marked on the product as per the shape of the product to be made. The Tamta sheet 
is then cut with scissors. Now, properly cut Tamta pieces are sent for annealing and shaping 
process.  
 
Heating and Shaping: Heating process is also called annealing which is done to strengthen the 
Tamta sheet. The sheet is heated on a furnace and then shaped by beating with wooden mallet. 
The process of heating and beating is repeated until the required shape is obtained. The heat 
treatment facilitates to strengthen and harden the material. After heating and shaping, the partially 
shaped Tamta pieces are allowed to cool at room temperature.  
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Designing: The motifs designs are engraved on the surface by chiseling and beating processes. 
Chiseling is done to engrave geometrical and floral patterns. Where in beating on the objects help 
to obtain dotted patterns. Basically, the bigger products like pot and water filter are done in two 
parts. The upper part is embellished with line and geometrical designs as it is lighter, but the lower 
part of the pot is made with thick Tamta sheet, hence it is beaten to create dot patterns and also 
to strengthen the base.  
 
Soldering: The parts of the product are made separately and then joined together. These joined 
parts are soldered. For joining, a powder (made of suhaaga, jasta, petal, kansa, raang and 
nausadar) is mixed with water and applied on the joined areas. The product is again heated on 
furnace then allowed to dry.  
 
Polishing: Polishing is the final process done to obtain shine and luster to the product. After 
soldering process, the product is washed with diluted acid solution. Finally it is washed with 
tamarind solution to obtain more lustrous look. 

 
J) Uniqueness: 

 
1. Tamtaware artwork is the traditional craft of the Tamta community in Almora, Uttarakhand. 

Indeed, the word tamta means Tamta. Five hundred years ago, the Tamtas were coin-
makers for the royal treasury of the Chand dynasty in Kumaon. After the Chand dynasty’s 
reign, which began declining in 1744 and ended in 1816, the Tamtas started making Tamta 
utensils and decorative items atTamta mohalla (colony) in Almora. The presence and 
importance of Tamta product has mentioned in the Himalayan Gazetteer, Vol.3 by Edwin 
Thomas Atkinson and The History of a Himalayan Princely State – Change, Conflicts and 
Awakening (An interpretative History of Tehri Garhwal, U.P.) A.D. 1815–1949 are showing 
the relevance and importance of the product and its uniqueness with multi use of the 
product. 

4. Tamta is well-known for its medicinal and curative properties. Several items of everyday use 
are thus still traditionally fashioned out of Tamta; these are widely used in the whole 
Uttarakhand for various occasions, festivals, marriages, rituals according to their importance 
and this product is used by both Hindu and Muslim community for various purposes. People 
believed that it is a holy utensils with multipurpose use.   

5. Water – if kept for some time (for instance overnight) – in Tamta vessels is supposed to 
absorb the medicinal properties of the Tamta, has clearly mentioned in the Ayurvedas and 
ancient books.  

6. Tamta surahis (traditional, jug-like vessels, with spouted mouths), glasses, and flat-bottomed 
traditional water containers called lotas are common products.  

7. Plates and bowls for everyday use are also made of Tamta. Vessels in which the metal has a 
low gauge (thus making the metal thick) are used for cooking – most frequently, they are 
used to cook those foods that require sustained low heat. Storage jars, vases, and diyas 
(lamps) are also made by the Tamtas. 

8. Tamta Craft made by Tamta people of Uttarakhand have a unique touch of nature in their 
designs. Beautiful utility and decorative items of Tamta utensils made by Craftsmen from 
Uttarakhand have gained special recognition here. 

9. Tamta products are always treated as ritual objects during festive and ceremonial occasions. 
The traditional objects like idols of deities, Kalash (holy pot), Ghagars (pitchers), Diyas 
(Tamta lamps), vases, and spoons are made for worshipping purposes. Other objects like 
water filter, glasses, mugs and water pots are made which are essential for daily life.  

10. The utensils and traditional products are beautifully embellished with embossed work. The 
motifs include zig-zag patterns, leaf, flower and straight line patterns. Heavy elaborated work 
depicting flowers, petals, curved stems creepers and images of deities. Few traditional motifs 
like small circular dots are made on the outer surface of the product by beating with hammer, 
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the beating also helps to make base of the product strong. The dot pattern products are well 
known traditional products right from ancient days all over India and still continued. 

11. Tamtaware artwork is the traditional craft of the Tamta community in Uttarakhand. Indeed, 
the word Tamta means Copper as a metal. Five hundred years ago, the Tamtas were coin-
makers for the royal treasury of the Chand dynasty in Kumaon. After the Chand dynasty’s 
reign, which began declining in 1744 and ended in 1816, the Tamtas started making Tamta 
utensils and decorative items. The Tamta mohalla (colony) in Almora, where Tamta and his 
family making traditional vessels such as gagar and phaula (to store water), parat (to knead 
dough) and thali (to serve food), as well as the lota and kundi used for pujas and rituals 

 
K) Inspection Body: 

 
1. One Representative from the Department of Industries, Government of Uttarakhand. 
2. One Representative from O/o Development Commissioner (Handicraft), Govt. of India having 

office at Pithoragarh, Uttarakhand  
3. One Representative from Local NGO, 
4. 2 Master craftsman or National / State Awardees. 
5. One Representative from Traders and Exporters of GI Product. 
6. One Representative from District Administration. 
7. NABARD, Uttarakhand 
8. Representative of related Master artisans / craftsman and related Awardees in this concern 

product. 
 

L) Others: 
 
The Tamta product is a multipurpose product used as utensils, pujas, religious and spiritual 
purpose, use at the time of marriages, bhandara, and various religious yatra and the most 
important characteristic of Tamta is – it is treated as a medicinal utensil mainly for carrying the 
water, which is very much useful for the health purpose,  it has mentioned in the many ancient 
books and used by Rishi-Muni, Maharashi, Spiritual Leaders and to see the effect of this product, 
general public has using it for health purpose mainly for drinking water. In the modern time, now a 
number of water filter are coming with Tamta and they are calling it Copper based Water Filter as 
the best water purifier. Now it has proof scientifically that the Tamta product is very much 
beneficial for the health. 
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Advertised under Rule 41 (1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & Protection) Rules, 
2002 in the Geographical Indications Journal 138 dated June 30, 2020 

 
G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER – 654 

Application Date: 27-05-2019 
 
Application is made by Gauri Shankar Nidhi Swayat Sahkarita at Madcoat, Munasyari, Pithoragarh, 
Uttarakhand, India for Registration in Part A of the Register of Uttarakhand Thulmaunder Application No. 
654 in respect of Blanket falling in Class –24 is hereby advertised as accepted under Sub-section (1) of 
Section 13 of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) Act, 1999. 
 
A) Name of the Applicant   : Gauri Shankar Nidhi Swayat Sahkarita, 

 
 
B) Address    : Gauri Shankar Nidhi Swayat Sahkarita, 

Madcoat, Munasyari, Pithoragarh,  
Uttarakhand, India.  
 
Facilitated By: 
District Administration, Pithoragarh,  
Government of Uttarakhand. 

 
C) Name of the Geographical Indication : 

UTTARAKHAND THULMA 
 

 
 
 
 
 
D) Types of Good    : Class 24 - Blanket 
 
E) Specification: 

 
Thulma (Blanket), a very thick woolen handmade blanket, woven with hand spin woolen and 
cotton threads on traditional throw fly shuttles, traditionally thulma were woven with white wool or 
uncolored wool, but with customer’s demand it is also weaved with dyed wool as well. The blanket 
is specialized for its fine quality hairy effect. 
 
Thulma (Blanket) are woven mainly by women weavers of Bhotia community with lot of patience 
and outmost care using the finest variety of wool,. It is exclusive hand spin and hand woven 
product weaved by the Bhutiya community since generation in the Himalayan region and used in 
the very low and minus degree temperature at the upper Himalayan region and giving much warm 
in an effective manner.  
 
The traditional Thulma is about Length - approx 7.0 feet, Width – approx. 5.5 feet, Wt. - approx 4 - 
6 Kg. 
 
Thulma is weaved at high and mid hill region since generations, without any technical training 
from outside people and wherein the tradition of weaving has passed from One generation to 
another, since time immemorial by the  women members of Bhutiya community in their homes. 
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F) Description: 
 
 Uttarakhand Thulma (Blanket) woven by women weavers, mainly Bhotiya women, are using 

hand spins in the processed wool in to thread using the traditional method for woolen yarn 
making.  

 These hand spin woolen and cotton threads are used in traditional throw fly shuttles in 
weaving. These threads which are attached to the loom to weave the Thulma blanket is 
spun in charkha.  

 The threads are attached to the weaving loom to weave them into Thulma.  
 A wooden log is fixed to the ground to which the warp is tied.  
 These Warps is attached to the weaving loom through the four heads.  
 The weaver uses 4 pedaled traditional Pit Looms for weaving the Thulma by their unique 

technique of weaving.  
 Weaving a bamboo stick is fixed on woven blanket to maintain the stiffness of the Thulma. 
 Woolen thread is arranged on a bamboo stick, which is inserted in the fly/throw shuttle and 

used while weaving.  
 The wool is weaved into long strips of blanket. Once the weaving is complete the blanket is 

washed to remove the extra fiber and dried in the sun.  
 Thulma is brushed with a pointed teeth brush on the upper surface, to bring out the hairy 

texture.  
 This method of washing and brushing is continued until the soft bushiness of the wool is felt.  
 A very exclusive hand spin and hand woven product of Uttarakhand mainly weaved by 

Bhutiya community since generation in the Himalayan region. 
 It’s a pure and original woolen product as hand-woven blanket, used since generation in the 

very low and minus degree temperature in hilly area, where other type of woolen materials 
are not giving significant result.  

 It is an ethnic product and creation of human skill from ancient time in Himalaya by 
indigenous community like Bhutiya and still continuing in weaving by this generation too. 

 The women are taking much significant initiative in this traditional weaving process.  
 This is the spins processed wool in to thread using the traditional method of hand spinning.  
 This hand spin threads is used in fly/throw shuttle while weaving. Threads which are 

attached to the loom to weave the blanket.    
 This warp is attached to the weaving loom through the four reels. The weaver uses 4 

pedaled pit looms to weave the blanket. 
 Hand woven Thulma to maintain the stiffness of this blanket. 
 Once the weaving is complete, the blanket has washed to remove the extra fiber and dried 

in the sun.  
 Thulma has brushed with a pointed teeth brush on the upper surface to bring out the hairy 

texture. This method of washing and brushing are continued until the soft bushiness of the 
wool is felt. 

 
Arts and Crafts of Uttarakhand have their own unique identity; the traditional hand-woven product 
like Thulma is a unique touch of the Uttarakhand craft.  
 
It is an ethnic product and creation of human skill from ancient time in Himalaya by indigenous 
community like Bhutiya and still continuing in hand weaving by this generation too. 
 
The women are taking much significant initiative in this traditional weaving process. This is the 
spins processed wool in to thread using the traditional method of hand spinning. This hand spin 
threads is used in fly/throw shuttle while weaving. Threads which are attached to the loom to 
weave the blanket.  
 
Thulma weaving is an important source of income from Community.  
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The base foundation of the blanket weaving is done by cotton thread. The raw material like wool is 
bought from, various part of Uttarakhand like Pithoragarh, Chamauli, Almora, Uttarkashi and 
Dharchula with other areas through the various sources and traders including Govt. supported 
agencies and local NGOs, who are involved in the promotion of Thulma blanket.  

 
Dharchula and Munsiyari are the main clusters of Thulma production.  
 
The traditional skill of Thulma weaving is a status symbol for the women folk. It is also an 
indispensable aspect of the socio-economic life.  
 
One of the notable features of the Thulma industry in Pihoragarh is that entire workforce is 
women.  
 
The Bhotia tribes weave distinctive Thulma (Blanket), a very thick woolen handmade blanket 
which are much effective in the minus 300C at the upper Himalayan region and giving much warm 
in a effective manner.  
 
Thulma is weaved at high and mid hill region since generations, without any technical training 
from outside people and it is a completely women weaved product and learning from home.  
 
Blankets and coarse surges are the only articles manufactured to any extent by the Bhotiyas and 
those chiefly for home consumption. The species called Pankhi, which has the wool combed up 
on one side to resemble a fleece and which is made into gowns called chaugas and bakus or 
bukhas in manufactured by the Bhotiyas themselves. The main traditional products are Thulma 
Blanket.  
 
Natural colour pure woolen handmade Bhotia Thulma Blanket from Badrinath valley of 
Uttarakhand. This traditional heritage weaving product is very rare to find now a days.  
 
Thulma is hand weaved by traditional women weavers of the border valley of Himalayan state of 
Uttarakhand. This blanket is very warm as natural local wool of Upper Himalayas of Uttarakhand – 
Length - approx 7.0 feet, Width – approx. 5.5 feet, Wt. - approx 6 Kg 
 
The traditional blankets are basically made of white woolen thread. Later, due to change in trend, 
artisans started weaving these blankets with dyed thread as well.  
 
Thulma blankets are valued possessions for the people of Dharamgarh and it is gifted to the 
groom’s family at the time of marriage 
 
A Thulma survives many generations, at least a hundred years.  The women weave 
traditionally Thulma since generation and this weaving art is coming through generation to 
generation from their families. 
 
Thulma is specialized for its fine quality hairy effect, bright color combinations and captivating 
motifs.  
 
Women in the village weave Thulma Blankets with a lot of patience and outmost care. In the 
beginning, these Thulma were woven with white wool or uncolored wool, but with customers 
demand, it is also weaved with dyed wool with red, blue, pink, black and green. 
 
 
Weaving is what the Bhotiya women most enjoy. The Bhotiya tribe, is known for their excellent 
weaving skills This was how they used to earn a living. Their craft commanded respect. 
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The wooden looms are more than hundred years old, and are handed down as precious gifts 
from mothers to daughters and daughters-in-law. The weaving skills too have been passed 
down the generations. 
 
About 15–20 days to make a Thulma if one spins all day long. It shows that how the patient, 
commitment and dedication are required for making this ethnic product. 
 

G) Geographical area of Production and Map as shown in page no: 
 
“Uttarakhand Thulma” is practiced mainly in Pithoragarh districts of Uttarakhand and whole of 
Uttarakhand state. 
 
 
Districts    Districts   Longitude 
Uttar Kashi    30.33°    78.03° 
Rudra Prayag    30.28°    78.98° 
Chamauli    30.2555    79.447 
Dehradun    30.322    78.026 
Tehri Garhwal    30.29°    78.52° 
Haridwar    29.96 N    78.16 E 
Pauri     29.26 & 30.19 N   78.12 & 79.14 E 
Pithoragarh    9.582    80.218 
Bageshwar    29.847    79.778 
Almora     29° 35' 49.67" N  79° 39' 32.80" E 
Nainital     29.380    79.463 
Champawat    29.336    80.091 
Udham Singh Nagar   29.045    79.368 

 
H) Proof of Origin (Historical records): 

 
Uttarakhand's name is derived from the Sanskrit words Uttara meaning North, and meaning Land, 
simply means Northern Land. The name finds mention in early Hindu scriptures as the combined 
region of "Kedarkhand" (present day Garhwal) and "Manaskhand" (present day Kumaon). 
Uttarakhand was also the ancient Puranic term for the central stretch of the Indian Himalayas. 
Ancient rock paintings, rock shelters, paleolithic stone tools and megaliths provide evidence that 
the mountains of the region have been inhabited since prehistoric times. There are also 
archaeological remains which show the existence of early Vedic practices in the area.  

 
One of the notable features of the handloom industry in Pithoragarh is that entire workforce is 
women. The age-old woolen handmade Blanket industry of Uttarakhand employs around11000 
weavers (Planning commission 2006), Pithoragarh district contributes major portion of this figure 
and produces a lot of woolen craft per year. 
 
Archaeological evidence supports the existence of humans in the region since prehistoric times. 
Among the first major dynasties of Garhwal and Kumaon were the Kunindas in the 2nd century 
BC who practised an early form of Shaivism. Ashokan edicts at Kalsi show the early presence of 
Buddhism in this region. During the medieval period the region was consolidated under Touristic 
the Kumaon Kingdom and Garhwal Kingdom. By 1803 the region fell to the Gorkha Empire of 
Nepal and with the conclusion of theAnglo-Nepalese War in 1816 most of modern Uttarakhand 
was ceded to theBritish as part of the Treaty of Sugauli. Although the erstwhile hill kingdoms of 
Garhwal and Kumaon were traditional rivals, the proximity of different neighbouring ethnic groups 
and the inseparable and complementary nature of their geography, economy, culture, language, 
and traditions created strong bonds between the two regions. 
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The Bhotia tribes weave distinctive Thulma (Blanket). Thulma is weaved at high and mid hill 
region. Thulma is specialized for its fine quality hairy effect, bright color combinations and 
captivating motifs. Women in the village weave Thulma Blankets with a lot of patience and 
outmost care. In the begning, these Thulma were woven with white wool or uncolored wool, but 
with customers demand, it is also weaved with dyed wool with red, blue, pink, black and green. 
 
The Himalaya Gazetteer of British Period, First Published in 1884, written by – Edwin Thomas 
Atkinson in Vol.III, has reference to Tholmas / Thulma, made by Bhutiya community in Kumaon 
region. 

 
About the Thulma and its origin with importance has mentioned in the many Gazetteers & 
important books are showing the relevance of this product in very cold condition in the upper 
Himalayan region.  
 
(i) The Himalaya Gazetteer of British Period, First Published in 1884, written by – Edwin 

Thomas Atkinson in Vol. III,  
(ii) Almora: A Gazetteer, Volume XXXV of the District Gazetteers of The United Provinces of 

Agra & Oudh, Edited & Compiled by H.G. Walton, I.C.S.- 1911,  
(iii) The History of a Himalayan Princely State – (An Interpretative History of Princely State 

of Tehri Garhwal, U.P), 
(iv) Through the Valley of Gods – Travels in the Central Himalayas by Man Mohan Sharma.  
 

I) Method of Production: 
 
Traditional Colors & Tools used in production Process: 
 
The tools and raw materials are provided by the various Govt. department, related traders, other 
agencies, Gandhi Ashrams & Khadi Ghram Udyog department and related NGOs. Processed 
wool and tools are provided to the villagers. The tools are manufactured by local people whereas; 
the wool is bought from Dehradun.  The tools and materials used are:  
 
Wool: It is used to weave the blanket.  
 
Kayun (Comb or brush): Pointed tooth brush used to brush the weaved blanket.  
 
Punja: It is used to beat on the weaved thread.  
 
Scissors: It is used to trim the fiber.  
 
Knife: It is used to cut the thread.  
 
Weaving Loom: It is used to weave the Blanket.  
 
Fly shuttle: It’s used while weaving.  
 
Biring: Bamboo stick used while weaving to maintain the stiffness on the weaved blanket. 
 
Katliya:  Spindle on which the thread is spun manually. 
 
Process: The related artisan hand spins in the processed wool in to thread using the traditional 
method for woolen yarn making. These hand spin threads are used in traditional throw/fly shuttles 
in weaving. These threads which are attached to the loom to weave the blanket is spun in charkha 
machine.  
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The threads are attached to the weaving loom to weave them into Blanket. A wooden log is fixed 
to the ground to which the warp is tied. These Warps is attached to the weaving loom through the 
four heads.  
 
The weaver uses 4 pedaled traditional Pit Looms for weaving the blanket by their unique 
technique of weaving. Weaving a bamboo stick is fixed on woven blanket to maintain the stiffness 
of the blanket.  
 
Woolen thread is arranged on a bamboo stick, which is inserted in the fly/throw shuttle and used 
while weaving.  
 
The wool is weaved into long strips of blanket. Once the weaving is complete the blanket is 
washed to remove the extra fiber and dried in the sun.  
 
Blanket is brushed with a pointed teeth brush on the upper surface, to bring out the hairy texture.  
 
This method of washing and brushing is continued until the soft bushiness of the wool is felt. After 
the brushing process is done four strips of blanket is stitched together and converted into a big 
Thulma blanket.  
 
Traditionally this Thulma blanket is not dyed in color, they are basically weaved in white woolen 
thread or as the usual wool get from the sheep. 

 
J) Uniqueness: 

 
1. Every  The Thulma blanket has rubbed wool on the back side and his hairy on the front side 

even this consist of hand stitch strips of hand woven yarn from one long strip.  
2. After weaving the Thulma, it is hung at an angle 45 degrees over a fire which helps in 

loosing of the fibre.  
3. Then comb is rubbed over the upper surface bring about the hairy texture. This too requires 

lot of patience and acuteness hence done by women weavers only.  
4. The Thulma blanket is specialized for its fine quality hairy effect, bright color combinations 

and captivating motifs.  
5. Women in the village weave Thulma blanket with lot of patience and outmost care, wherein 

men helps in spinning yarn.  
6. Majority of men population involve in farming and sheep rearing.  
7. In earlier days, these blankets were woven with white wool or uncolored wool, but with 

customer’s demand it is also weaved with dyed wool with bright red, blue, pink, black and 
green.  

8. The Sheep hair, which has used for Thulma blanket is found in the height of 1600 – 2700 
Meter.  

9. Very traditional method has used for the cutting of goat hair for thulma weaving.  
10. A wooden log is fixed to the ground to which the warp is tied. These Warps is attached to 

the weaving loom through the four reed. 
11. The process of spinning woolen yarn from sheep hair is also very traditional and completely 

made by hand especially in the Bhutiya community since generation. The related artisan 
hand spins in the processed wool in to thread using the traditional method for woolen yarn 
making.  

12. These hand spin threads are used in traditional throw/fly shuttles in weaving. These threads 
which are attached to the loom to weave the blanket are spun in charkha machine. The 
threads are attached to the weaving loom to weave them into Blanket. 
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13. Thulma is a very durable blanket and it is observed that it has used upto 80 years in a 
significant manner with quality and uniqueness, due to this it is very popular in much colder 
area since generations. 

14. Average weight of Thulma is 4 – 6 Kgs. 
15. Thulma has medicinal value also in hilly and cold areas generally older people suffer joint 

knee pain and asthama due to warmness, it provides pain relief to such people.  
16. The weaver uses 4 pedaled traditional Pit Looms for weaving the blanket by their unique 

technique of weaving. Weaving a bamboo stick is fixed on woven blanket to maintain the 
stiffness of the blanket. Woolen thread is arranged on a bamboo stick, which is inserted in 
the fly/throw shuttle and used while weaving. The wool is weaved into long strips of blanket.  

17. Once the weaving is complete the blanket is washed to remove the extra fiber and dried in 
the sun. Blanket is brushed with a pointed teeth brush on the upper surface, to bring out the 
hairy texture. 

18. Thulma blanket is very thick due to their traditional weaving technique by hand. These 
Thulma blankets are very heavy in weight. The thick woolen blankets are called tholmas.  

19. Blankets and coarse surges are the only articles manufactured to any extent by the 
Bhotiyas and those chiefly for home consumption. The species called Pankhi, which has the 
wool combed up on one side to resemble a fleece and which is made into gowns called 
chaugas and bakus or bukhas in manufactured by the Bhotiyas themselves. The main 
traditional products are Thulma Blanket.  

20. Natural colour pure woolen handmade Bhotia Thulma   Blanket from Badrinath valley of 
Uttarakhand. This traditional heritage weaving product is very rare to find now a days.  

21. Thulma is hand weaved by traditional women weavers of the border valley of Himalayan 
state of Uttarakhand. This blanket is very warm as natural local wool of Upper Himalayas of 
Uttarakhand – Length - approx 7.0 feet,  Width - approx 5.5 feet, Wt. - approx 6 Kg 

22. The traditional blankets are basically made of white woolen thread. Later, due to change in 
trend, artisans started weaving these blankets with dyed thread as well.  

23. Thulma blankets are valued possessions for the people of Dharamgarh and it is gifted to the 
groom’s family at the time of marriage 

 
K) Inspection Body: 

 
1. One Representative from the Department of Industries, Government of Uttarkhand 
2. One Representative from O/o Development Commissioner (Handicraft), Govt. of India 

having office at Pithoragarh, Uttarakhand  
3. One Representative from NGO 
4. 2 Master craftsman or National / State Awardees. 
5. One Representative from Traders and Exporters of GI Product. 
6. One Representative from District Administration. 
7. NABARD, Uttarakhand 
8. Representative of related Master artisans / craftsman and related Awardees in this concern 

product. 
 

L) Others: 
 
Made mainly by Bhutiya community, exclusive hand woven product by traditional method is much 
popular in and abroad and the people are using this unique thick traditional hand woven Blanket 
with the dignity and pride.  
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Advertised under Rule 41 (1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & Protection) Rules, 
2002 in the Geographical Indications Journal 138 dated June 30, 2020 

 
G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER – 680 

Application Date: 13-12-2019 
 
Application is made byMyndoli Banana Growers Association (MBGA) at H.No. 89, Deulwada, Ibrampur, 
Pernem – 403 503., Goa, India for Registration in Part A of the Register of Myndoli Banana under 
Application No. 680 in respect of Banana falling in Class –31is hereby advertised as accepted under Sub-
section (1) of Section 13 of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) Act, 1999. 
 
A) Name of the Applicant   : Myndoli Banana Growers Association (MBGA) 
 
 
B) Address    : Myndoli Banana Growers Association (MBGA) 

No. 89, Deulwada, Ibrampur, Pernem Goa 
403503, India. 

 
Facilitated By: 
Patent Information Centre (PIC), Department of 
Science & Technology (DST), Government of 
Goa, India. 

 
C) Name of the Geographical Indication : 

MYNDOLI BANANA 

 
 

 
D) Types of Good    : Class 31 - Banana 
 
E) Specification: 

 
Myndoli Banana (keli) also known as Moira banana, is the local variety of banana grown in the 
villages of Pernem, Bicholim and Bardez Taluka in North district of Goa. It is believed that the 
name Myndoli banana is named after Moira (“Maidya/ Moidya/ Mainoli/ Mandoli/ Myndoli/ 
Moidechim kelim in Konkani” (Goan local language) a village in the Bardez Taluka of the North 
Goa District as it is believed as this banana were first existed or introduced in Moira village hence 
derived the name from the area of origin.  
 
Myndoli banana is an important fruit crop of Goa. It is the most popular and tasty banana as 
compared to other varieties, that is available in Goa and traditionally grown in villages of Pernem, 
Bardez and Bicholim Taluka. It is very nutritious. It is high in energy, vitamins and minerals. Many 
health problems can be avoided by regularly consuming Myndoli banana. It has good nutritional 
and Medicinal value. Myndoli Banana (Keli) are consumed as after lunch/ dinner dessert, steamed 
"ukdun", roasted "bhajun", fried "talun" and the most popular Goan "Myndolya Kelyacho Halvo" 
(ripe banana slices fried in ghee and cooked in sugar syrup). Banana shake with milk and ice-
cream is another delicacy, which every one preferred.  
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Special characteristics and quality parameters: 
Myndoli Banana is a huge and tall growing banana plant found in Goa. Myndoli bananas are long 
and tusk shaped and easily stands apart from other bananas due to their larger size and shape 
Mandyolichi Kellim (Konkani) look good, taste great and are wonderful to offer as a gift to 
relatives/ guests. 
 
The soil and climatic condition in Pernem, Bicholim and Bardez, all along the river line area has a 
special characteristics, which support the growth of this heavy feeder variety and also imparts a 
particular taste to the bananas. They are also fleshier than other types of banana which are grown 
and available in Goa.  
 
Myndoli banana are long and hard in consistency. Considered a delicacy and more expensive 
than other varieties owing to its comparative variety. They are in huge demand, so they sell out in 
no time and fetch high returns. The plant is very vigorous. The young lamina (blade) shows 
prominent red patches. The plant grows big and staking with 2 to 3 bamboos is a must, 
particularly in the bearing stage. A bunch contains about 85 to 98 bananas. The fruit can attain a 
length of up to 45cm from stalk to tip.  
 
The flesh is deep yellow to golden, meaty and firm. The skin turns from green to golden and 
develop black spots as it ripens. Myndoli banana has better taste and less or no seeds because of 
which widely used in preparation of shakes in different variant, in Goa as compared to other 
varieties. Myndoli banana has longer shelf life compared to other varieties and over ripe bananas 
is also had many uses such as shikran or as an ingredients in shira or uttapa. The cultivation of 
Myndoli variety requires dedicated hard work and good care for commercial yield. If there is no 
damage to the crop or there is no disease attack then farmers get good profit. The land in the 
villages of Pernem, Bicholim and Bardez Taluka along the tributary of Mapusa and Chapora river 
is found to be most suitable for growing this variety along with availability of ample quantity of 
water for irrigation, through this tributaries which help in better quality and early maturation of 
banana. 
 
Quality Parameters: 
1. Myndoli Banana is a tall variety under AAB genome group and grows to a height and girth of 

450cm and 70cm respectively, therefore staking with 2- 3 strong Bamboo poles is a must for 
it. 

2. Myndoli banana fruits are long and big with tusk shaped, dark yellow in colour, weighing 
around 200g, 21-23 cm long and of 5.25 -5.75cm diameter. 

3. Crop duration of Myndoli is 13-14 months. 
4. Well-developed Bunch of Myndoli weighs about 40-50kg with 9 - 10 hands each having about 

12-14 fingers, which are slightly curved and girth is more.  
5. Myndoli fruits are most suitable for Goan specialty Halwa & Milk shake, because of its High 

TSS contents. 
6. Myndoli banana have the light orange pulp colour, very firm and sweet in taste and have best 

keeping quality. 
7. Myndoli Banana cultivation is mostly suitable for open area as monocarp 
8. Crop rotation is invariably followed in Goa for Myndoli and therefore, no ratoon crop is taken 

up commercially  
9. Myndoli Banana has the longer shelf life i. e. up to 10-12days.  
10. The fruits are sold at price always higher than any other varieties in market. 
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Chemical Composition of Myndoli Banana 
Sr. No Particulars Content (g/100g) 
1 Protein 2.18g/100g 
2 Fat 0.18/100g 
3 Moisture 42.53% 
4 Carbohydrate 47.52g/100g 
5 Energy(KJ) 200.42Kcal/100g 
6 Ash 7.59% 

 
The Nutrient content of Myndoli Banana 
Sr. No Parameter Result Value 
1 Phosphorus 78.12 mg/100g 
2 Potassium 713.93 mg/100g 
3 Calcium 116.01 mg/100g 
4 Magnesium 13.28 mg/100g 
5 Sulphur 1.34 mg/100g 
6 Sodium 0.92 mg/100g 
7 Iron 5.52 mg/100g 
8 Manganese 13.9 1mg/100g 

 
Standard benchmark set up by the producers of Myndoli Banana 
Benchmark properties of Myndoli banana Range 
Shape Long and tusk shaped 
Colour Dark yellow 
Taste Sweet 
Size[length(cm)/diameter(cm)/weight(kg)] [(21-23cm)/(5.25-5.75)/(200gms)] 
Shelf life 10-12 days 
Type Monocrop 
Plant duration 430-450days 
TSS More than or equal to 30.00 
Fruit shape Tusk shape 
Fruit structure Long and big 
Fruit weight 180-200 g/fruit 
Immature fruit peel colour Green 
Mature fruit peel colour Dark yellow in colour 
Ripened fruit peel colour Yellowish-golden in colour 
Fruit pulp colour in maturity Light orange 
Fruit taste Very Sweet in taste 
Mature fruit peel colour Dark yellow in colour 
Ripened fruit peel colour Yellowish-golden in colour 
Fruit pulp colour in maturity Light orange 
Fruit taste Very Sweet in taste 

 
F) Description: 

 
Myndoli Banana is a huge and tall growing banana plant found in Goa. Myndoli bananas are long 
and tusk shaped and easily stands apart from other bananas due to their larger size and shape 
Mandyolichi Kellim (Konkani) look good, taste great and are wonderful to offer as a gift to 
relatives/ guests. 
MYNDOLI BANANA 
a. Botanical name : Musa spp 
b. Vernacular name : Myndoli 
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c. Other names : Moira  
d. International name : Giant Plantain  
e. Ploidy  : Triploid (AAB)  
 
Myndoli is a huge and tall growing banana plant found in Goa. The fruits are available at price 
always higher than other varieties, owing to its comparative variety. The plants are vigorous 
growing to a height and girth of 450cm and 70 cm respectively. It is cultivated in sandy loam to 
clay soil. It is well suited for cultivation under humid, tropical high rainfall zone. Myndoli Banana is 
a famous variety of Banana grown in Goa despite its higher price and limited availability. It has the 
longest length as compared to other varieties grown in Goa. It contains many Nutritional & 
Medicinal values.  
 
The colour of the Myndoli banana is yellowish-golden in colour. It is famous fruit of Goa and has 
high demand in market. The Myndoli requires quite high investment by way of more labourers, 
bamboos for supporting (staking) the plants, high doses of fertilizer etc. The ‘Myndoli Keli’ has 
better taste and less seeds andis ideal for preparing shakes/ halwas. Myndoli Bananas are 
nutritious, digestive and is laxative in nature. The price of this variety is higher than other varieties, 
because of it size,taste and longer keeping quality. The locally grown “Myndoli Banana” fetches 
the highest price vis-à-vis than the other varieties available in the market. Selling price of the 
‘MyndoliKeli’ ranges between Rs. 150 to Rs. 300 per dozen depending upon its size. The bigger 
sized ones are the costliest not only because of size but also for its potential for various uses and 
for good keeping quality. The variety is in demand especially during the festival time, starting from 
various Shravan festivals to X’ms celebration including Ganesh and Diwali festival celebrated in 
the State. Due to their quality and excellent taste most of the produce from villages is in great 
demand from city markets.  
 
Special characteristics: 
As the plants grow very tall, they are prone to lodging and need bamboo staking from 2-3 
directions. On an average 20-25 kg bunch (max. 50kg) can be harvested after around 420-450 
days (average 430 days) of planting under open condition. Each bunch has got 6-7 hands 
(max.10), with 12-14 fruits or fingers per hand. Each hand weighs 2.25 to 2.75 kg. Fruits are long 
and big, dark yellow in colour, weighing around 200g, 21-23 cm long and of 5.25-5.75cm 
diameter. Pulp is light orange, very firm and sweet with flavour. 
 
The unique features of fruit and plant characters of Myndoli Banana: 

1 Plant height 430-450cm 
2 Plant girth 60-70cm 
3 Pseudostem height Tall and thick 
4 Pseudostemcolour Light green 
5 Pseudostem appearance Medium shiny 
6 Colour of leaf Green  
7 Leaf blade length 150-170cm  
8 Leaf blade width 60-80cm 
9 Peduncle colour Medium green 
10 Fruit position Curved upward 
11 Fruit length 21-23 cms 
12 Fruit diameter 5.25-5.75cm 
13 Fruit shape Tusk shape 
14 Fruit structure Long and big 
15 Fruit weight 180-200 g/fruit 
16 Immature fruit peel colour Green 
17 Mature fruit peel colour Dark yellow in colour 
18 Ripened fruit peel colour Yellowish-golden in colour 
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19 Fruit pulp colour in maturity Light orange 
20 Fruit taste VerySweet in taste 
21 Bunch position Hanging vertically 

 
Evaluation: 
01 Planting to Harvesting(No. of days) 430 -450days 
02 Crop duration 300-310 days 
03 Days taken for bunch maturation 100-120 days 
04 Bunch weight 20-25kgs (max. 50kg) 
05 No. of hands 6-7 hands(max.10) 
06 Hand weight 2.25 to 2.75 kg 
07 No. of fruits/hand 12-14 fruits(max.18) 
08 Shelf-life 10-12 days 
09 Market price range Rs. 150 to 300 per dozen 

 
G) Geographical area of Production and Map as shown in page no: 

 
Myndoli banana is grows in part of Pernem, Bicholim and Bardez Taluka of North district of Goa.  
 
• Pernem Taluka lies between latitude 15°36’30”N and 15°48’02”N and Longitude 73°40’30”E 

and 73°57’30”E.  
• Bardez Taluka lies in between Latitude 15°28’45”N and 15°41’15”N and Longitude 

73°43’45”E and 73°55’0”E.  
• Bicholim Taluka lies in between 15°26’15”N and 15°42’30”N and Longitude 73°52’30”E and 

74°6’15”E. 
 
H) Proof of Origin (Historical records): 

 
Banana (kel) occupies a respectful place in the Goan culture. It also has a deep link with folk-life. 
The connotations take it to almost human level. In fact, it is given the status of a women. Kel 
bears fruits only once in its life time. The cluster of bananas is called “Ghad” Once the Ghad is 
plucked, the plant is to be cut down. The period of fruiting is traditionally termed as Vilap( delivery 
as in case of human being) No other plant or tree has been accorded such a status. It is believed 
that the kel suffers pains like humans when the Ghad just cut from the top portion of the stem. 
During this process, it makes a peculiar sound. This process is called “KelPorjata” or Vhilta in the 
local language. (This sound has been experienced by the researcher) 
 
The importance of Kel(banana plant) in the Goan culture can be judged from the fact that the 
leaves are a necessity to serve food (Naivedya) as an to the deity. The top portion of the leaf is 
known as “AgotichiShirti” is considered auspicious for this purpose. Any part of the plantain if cut 
into small pieces serve as a cattle feed. The stem is called Gabo. Its sheaths are used for 
decorations at Chawath(Ganesh festival)/ in wedding to prepare the altar and to decorate the 
tulsivrundavan during Diwali or domestic shrines. Sometimes, they are also used to make “makar” 
decorated tableaux in front of the idols in temples. This decoration is called “Gabya Puja”.  
 
But surprisingly, for all above purposes, all other varieties of Kel are used except Myndoli variety 
which makes Myndoli kel unique amongst all. It is mainly because, asif the leaves of plant are cut 
than it affects the fruit quality resulting in low production/yield in terms of both quality and quantity, 
which is not in case of other banana plants. Therefore Myndoli banana plant is been given high 
priority as compared to other bananas in Goa clears its commercial importance. 
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I) Method of Production: 
 
Myndoli Banana is important fruit crop commercially cultivated in Goa under open plantation. It is 
cultivated in sandy loam to clay soil with well suited climate under humid, tropical high rainfall 
zone. Considering the demands of banana for a particular festivals and occasions the plantation 
period can be managed accordingly. The process of cultivation begins in second fort night of May 
before the rain begins. For planting pit of one foot by one foot is dug in the field.  
 
Between each pit there a distance of around five feet, on either side to be maintain. The suckers 
to be planted is normally procured from other village /filed. In Goa people from village of Bicholim 
Taluka go to villages in Pernem Taluka and bring back nemo (young banana shoots/ sucker) to be 
planted in their field. Exchange of banana shoots is mandatory for better end results.  
 
Farmers had experienced that suckers from the own field give poor yields in terms of in quality 
and quantity, if planted in the same area. The farmers keep exchanging there planting material 
with farmers from other villages. This process of exchange of nemo (banana shoots) is followed 
by cultivators, who are taking the plantation on commercial basis. 
 
a. Land preparation: 

The land required for cultivation is ploughed well and pits of one foot by one foot are dug out. 
Sword Suckers with well-developed rhizomes weighing 500 to 750gms are used for planting. 
Once the young shoot is planted, the pit is filled with red mud, which is then leveled n pressed 
with 2-3 inches above ground level, once the plant develops shoots more mud is used around 
sucker, properly compressed by maintaining ring basin for watering. 
 

b. Selection of planting material; 
Selection of planning material i.e. sucker/rhizome is an important task, farmers undertake visit 
to other farms to check and ensure the disease and pest free banana plantation and later 
healthy suckers with 2-3 sword shape leaves are selected as a planting material, from the 
identified field and farmer. 
 

c. Planting method: 
Quality suckers selected and transported are dipped in Bavistin (0.1%) solution to safeguard 
from various diseases and later planted by maintaining space of around 5-6 feet of distance 
on either side of pit. Around 10kg of FYM along with 5-10 gm of Furadon granules should be 
applied per pit before planting. 
 

d. Manures and fertilizer: 
A fertilizer dose of NPK @ 400: 200: 400 gms /plant /year in three split doses during 3rd, 5th 
and 7th months after planting is recommended for effective vegetative growth, timely flower 
initiation and good yield. Micronutrient like Zinc @40gm/plant along with Borax @10-15 
gm/plant induces early flowering and higher bunch weight. 
 

e. After care: 
Desuckering once in 30-35 days is a common practice which is followed by the farmers. The 
removal of unwanted suckers is a critical operation in banana plantation and farmers uses 
their own way, including pressing by legs, for reducing internal competition with the main 
plant. Some farmers remove small suckers on regular basis upto 7-8 months. After 7-8 
months farmers opt to keep one or two and rest to desucker.The suckers are removed along 
with rhizomes without damaging the mother plant. Mulching is done periodically in order to 
help to conserve soil moisture and is beneficial for root growth. 
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As the plant grows, dried lower leaves are removed periodically. For maximum yield, a 
minimum of 13 functional leaves are required to retain on the mother plant. The Myndoli 
Banana carries heavy weight bunch, thus the plant goes out of balance and bearing plant  
may lodge adversely affecting quality and production .To avoid lodging of plants, propping is 
done with bamboo poles forming a triangle by placing them against the stems on leaning side 
to help in uniform development of bunch immediately after bunch emergence. Removal of 
male bud after completion of female phase referred as “Denavelling” is done. Bunch covering 
with dried leaves or polythene sleeves is practiced to get attractive appearance. 
 

f. Harvesting & yield 
Almost 420-450 no. of days taken from planting to harvesting in open condition and Myndoli 
banana is harvested when the fruit is slightly or fully matured depending on the market 
preferences and the main harvesting season of Myndoli banana is August to December 
Bunches attains maturity from 100-120days after flowering depending upon weather condition 
and elevation.  
 
The yield of banana depends on a number of factors such as variety, plant density, 
management practices etc. and with a average 20 kg  per banana plant planted with a 
spacing of 6ft x 6ft , gives an average 50 tons / ha.  
 

g. Facilitation for Ripening. 
Farmers follow their own traditional practice of Ripening, without use of any chemicals, 
wherein the banana hands were layered in a big size earthen handi (u shaped earthen vessel) 
after a thin layer of paddy straw and later again covered on top with a thin layer of paddy 
straw, on the top a small earthen Matki, where the both are sealed with thin cowdung layer. 
Later, a fire is made inside top earthen matki by using dry cow dung round (Govari) specially 
prepared locally for fuel purposes. The heat generated during one night of such treatment in 
the main earthen handi, facilitated ripening of bananas, within next two-3 days. Now days due 
to non availability of big size earthen handi, supplying by wrapping in plastic sheets is adopted 
my most of the farmers, which also facilitate ripening by generating heat.  

 
h. Grading – 

Grading is done while marketing Myndoli banana in the market. It is based on size, colour and 
maturity of the fruit. Smaller fruits are separated from the larger ones in order to achieve 
uniform ripening. Immature, overripe, damaged and diseased fruits are discarded in the 
process of grading. 
 

i. Marketing 
Half ripen banana brought to the city market early morning from where the local sellers from 
different places procure as per their needs, the first pheno sells for two hundred-three 
hundred rupees per dozen while the last phenol/hand,if the banana are poorest, w.r.t size , 
appearance  sell at 50-75 rupees.  

 
j. Human creativity factor  

The cultivation of Myndoli banana requires hard work and good care for satisfactory yield. 
Farmers take proper care, starting from the selection of planting material, so that the crop 
should not damage and no disease attack, in order to get good profit. Producer does 
investment by way of laborers, timely fertilizers, regular watering and bamboos for (stacking) 
supporting the plant. 
 
Planting of sucker is also a science wherein considering the direction of winds, some experts 
farmers do planting in a such a way, that bunch fruiting direction can be managed to 
sustained properly with minimum external support in heavy rain and wind. Farmers take 
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proper care while removing bunch from the plant. They keep watch on maturity of fruit. Once 
the fruit is matured enough they carefully remove the bunch and the plant is cut and thrown 
away (in order to avoid the disease and pest infestation) and later the shoots/rhizome are 
carefully uprooted and sold separately in the market. As if wrongly removed or bunch fall can 
damaged fruits as well as other neighboring growing plants. Farmers are so trained in each of 
the activity and their right time of planting to get the produce at appropriate season/festival to 
capture seasonal market for high rate Harvested bunch are collected in cane basket and 
brought to the collection site. And then proceeded for marketing. Hence human factor plays 
an important role from beginning till marketing and all geographical conditions too support 
favorably to give the quality produce. 

 
J) Uniqueness: 

 
Myndoli Banana is a unique amongst other banana available in Goa and is being 
produced/cultivated within the geographical area of Pernem, Bardez and BicholimTaluka. It has 
unique properties of being very nutritious, digestiveand laxativein nature,and is high in energy, 
vitamins and minerals hence many health problem get reduced by regularly consuming Myndoli 
Banana. These bananas looks good, taste great and are wonderful to offer as gift.  
 
1. Myndoli banana is the longest size banana with longer shelf life with very firmand sweet in 

taste amongst other varieties grown in Goa.  
2. Myndoli banana plant has the highest height and maximum plant girth at harvest time as 

compared to other varieties grown in Goa. 
3. Myndoli banana has the greater bunch weight as compared to other varieties in spite of 

having lesser no. of hands/bunch. Since Myndoli banana is thick & longer in size.   
4. The uniqueness of Myndoli banana is that it has the longest length, highest fruit diameter and 

major finger weight amongst other varieties.  
5.  Myndoli banana has pulp: peel ratio of 2.02:1 indicating medium thick skin. The uniqueness 

of Myndoli banana is that it is the sweetest banana having (30.85% TSS) which is highest 
amongst all other varieties and hence make the Myndoli banana different from them. Since 
Myndoli banana has lesser seeds and more sweetness it is highly used in preparing shakes in 
Goa. 

6. .Myndoli banana are nutritional, digestive and are laxative in nature. The price of this variety is 
higher than other varieties because of the size and quality, taste of the Myndoli banana which 
remains fresh for several days. 

7. In Goa famous and most popular Goan “Myndolya Kelyacho Halvo” (ripe banana slices fried 
in ghee and cooked in sugar syrup)is prepared only by Myndoli Banana. 
 

Myndoli is Tall variety under AAB genome group and grows to a height of 3.5-4m and therefore 
staking with strong   Bamboo poles is a must. Crop duration of Myndoli is 13-14 month. No. of 
days taken for bunch maturation is 100-120days. Well-developed Bunch of Myndoli with 9-10 
hands each having about 12-14 finger which are slightly curved and girth is more. Shelf life of 
Myndoli Banana is 10-12days.  

 
Geographical Significance: 
 
Myndoli Banana is well suited for cultivation under humid, tropical high rainfall zone. The soil 
condition and climatic features of GI area are main factors for better production and maturation of 
Myndoli Banana.  
 
Soil:The area wherein the Myndoli banana plantation is spread over all this years is area  along 
the river tributaries (river banks) of Chapora and mapusa which provide unique soil conditions 
required for banana crop being a heavy feeder.These rivers play very important part in the water 
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cycle acting as a drainage channel forexcess surface water and overflow their banks occasionally 
by carrying all humus from the forest areas help to make the soil enrich with fertility.Proper 
drainage soil is the essential criteria for Banana plantation.  
 
The soil found in the Geographical area (i.e lateritic soil) having soil pH of 5.5 to 6.5, is neutral to 
little acidic in the region of Pernem, Bardez and Bicholim Taluka in North Goa are favorably  
support proper nutrients supply, when applied externally apart from supplying many micro and 
essential minerals naturally. Banana being a heavy feeder, the supply of nutrients during the 
development of suckers to plantain is the key factor in deciding the bunch with no of hands and 
hands with number of bananas.The high TSS contents is mainly attributes to soil characteristics 
along with water quality and climate  
 
Water: Water plays acrucial role in developing a plantain, to suck the available nutrients soil 
moisture is very important. In Goa, the Myndoli banana cultivation areas are located along the 
river tributaries which provide not only the ample quantity of the water required for the crop being 
a heavy feeder. As mentioned, above, these river tributaries carry all humus from the forest areas 
through its upper streams, which enrich the soil during its occasional overflow in Monsoon and 
also get settled in the river, which later especially during non-flowing season support banana 
plantation through watering. 
 
Banana plants required a plenty of water to grow and give the desired yield. Hence all banana 
cultivation area is seen restricted all along the tributary of Mapusa, Chapora River confining few 
villages in three block of Goa, since last more than a 6-7 decade. 
 
ClimaticCondition: 
 
a) Temperature 

The Myndoli Banana cultivation is carried out in Talukas of North Goa. State being in the 
tropical zone and near the Arabian Sea, the climate of North Goa is warm and humid for most 
of the year. The month of May is the hottest, with day-time temperatures touching 35 °C (95 ° 
F). To top it, the heat is coupled with high humidity. The monsoons arrive around early June 
and provide a much needed respite from the heat. Weather of the area, has a short cool 
season too, which lasts between mid-December and February.  
 
Since the season of banana harvesting is scheduled from August to November for first crop 
the hot and humid climate up to October, support the desired quality of banana w.r.to its size, 
colour,  &  TSS contains .Though monsoon get extended, no much relief is seen in October 
heat, keeping high temperature, which favors banana bunch maturation. 
 

b) Rainfall 
Most of North Goa's annual rainfall is received through the south west monsoons, with an 
average of 3000mm, which last till late September, but due to climate change impacts, some 
time it’s get extended till mid of October. 

S. No Geo-climatic features Data 
1. Soil-type Lateritic Soil( Sandy loam to clay soil) 
2. Soil -pH pH of 5.5 to 6.5 in all region. 
3. Average temperature in GI region. Pernem-27.1°C 

Bardez- 27.2°C 
Bicholim- 27.5°C 

4. Climate Required humid climate 
5. Rainfall Pernem Taluka-3374 mm annual rainfall 

Bardez Taluka-3046mm annual rainfall 
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Above all environmental factors are ideal for the production of Myndoli Banana and thussupport 
maintaining its quality and uniqueness of the product.  
 
Yield of Myndoli Banana: 
The Myndoli Banana production is carried out in Bardez, Bicholim and Pernem Taluka in the North 
District of Goa. The production varies from area to area and depends various other factor 
including human creativity and environmental factor but on an average yield 20-25 kgs per plant  
average production works out to of 50-60tones/ha,. However annual turnover varies with area  
 
Human Creativity 
The Myndoli Banana cultivation is carried out by skilled farmers only who are in same field from 
years as it required hard work and consistency to get good result. They are the local famers of the 
village. They are hereditary trained for starting from selection of suckers, planting, after care, 
applying of fertilizers timely and required doses, timely desuckering, irrigation interval, and finally 
harvesting at right time, considering its maturity and, marketing potential without affecting the 
quality. Human factors at each and all the above stages play an important role as the cultivation of 
Myndoli banana requires hard work and good after care for commercial yield. 
 
The Myndoli banana requires investment by way of more laborers, bamboos for supporting 
(stacking) the plants. The proper trackis to be maintained after banana ready for harvesting period 
in order to maintain its specific quality. 
 

K) Inspection Body: 
 
In order to maintain the quality after post registration of GI, the Inspection Body for Myndoli 
Banana has been constituted which will regulate the use of GI in the territory to which it relates. 
The following Inspection body has been formed:- 
 
1. The Director, Department of Science, Technology (DST), Govt. of Goa. 
2. Representative of the Myndoli Banana Growers Association, Ibrampur, Pernem-Goa 
3. The Director, Directorate of Agriculture, Govt. of Goa, KrishiBhavan, Miramar. 
4. The Director, Food and Drugs Administration, Govt. of Goa, Panaji 
5. The Director, ICAR, Old Goa. 
6. The Director, Department of Industry, Trade & Commerce, Panaji-Goa 
7. Nodal officer, PIC/State GI 
 

L) Others: 
 

Though Banana is mostly grown as intercrop in areca nut and coconut gardens. Myndoli banana 
is grown as a single crop being its commercial value. It has good nutritional and medicinal value. 
Locals as a special attachment to Myndoli banana being grown locally compared to other ones 
which is brought from other states n often ripen by using chemicals. Myndoli banana is considered 
as a best gift to relatives and friend during functions and festivals. 

 
 

BicholimTaluka- 2914mm annual rainfall 
5. Soil rich in Minerals Iron, Manganese, Copper 
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General Information 
 
What is a Geographical Indication? 

 It is an indication, 
 It is used to identify agricultural, natural, or manufactured goods originating in the said area, 
 It originates from a definite territory in India, 
 It should have a special quality or characteristics unique to the geographical indication. 

 
Examples of possible Geographical Indications in India: 
Some of the examples of Geographical Indications in India include Basmati Rice, Darjeeling Tea, 
Kancheepuram silk saree, Alphonso Mango, Nagpur Orange, Kolhapuri Chappal, Bikaneri Bhujia etc. 
 
What are the bebefits of registration of Geographical Indications? 

 It confers legal protection to Geographical Indications in India, 
 It prevents unauthorized use of a registered Geographical Indication by others. 
 It boosts exports of Indian Geographical indications by providing legal Protection. 
 It promotes economic Prosperity of Producers. 
 It enables seeking legal protection in other WTO member countries. 

 
Who can apply for the registration of a Geographical Indication? 
Any association of persons, producers, organization or authority established by or under the law can apply. 
The applicant must represent the interest of the producers. 
The application should be in writing in the prescribed form. 
The application should be addressed to the Registrar of Geographical Indications along with prescribed fee. 
 
Who is the Registered Proprietor of a Geographical Indication? 
Any association of persons, producers, organization or authority established by or under the law can be a 
registered proprietor. There name should be entered in the Register of Geographical Indications as 
registered proprietor for the Geographical Indication applied for. 
 
Who is an authorized user? 
A producer of goods can apply for registration as an authorized user, with respect to a registered 
Geographical Indication. He should apply in writing in the prescribed form alongwith prescribed fee. 
 
Who is a producer in relation to a Geographical Indication? 
A producer is a person dealing with three categories of goods 

 Agricultural Goods including the production, processing, trading or dealing. 
 Natural Goods including exploiting, trading or dealing. 
 Handicrafts or industrial goods including making, manufacturing, trading or dealing. 

 
Is registration of a Geographical Indication compulsory? 
While registration of Geographical indication is not compulsory, it offers better legal protection for action for 
infringement. 
 
What are the advantages of registering? 

 Registration affords better legal protection to facilitate an action for infringement. 
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 The registered proprietor and authorized users can initiate infringement actions. 
 The authorized users can exercise right to use the Geographical indication. 

 
Who can use the registered Geographical Indication? 
Only an authorized user has the exclusive rights to use the Geographical indication in relation to goods in 
respect of which it is registered. 
 
How long is the registration of Geographical Indication valid? Can it be renewed? 
The registration of a Geographical Indication is for a period of ten years. 
Yes, renewal is possible for further periods of 10 years each. 
If a registered Geographical Indications is not renewed, it is liable to be removed from the register. 
 
When a Registered Geographical Indication is said to be infringed? 

 When unauthorized use indicates or suggests that such goods originate in a geographical area 
other than the true place of origin of such goods in a manner which misleads the public as to their 
geographical origins. 

 When use of Geographical Indication results in unfair competition including passing off in respect 
of registered Geographical indication. 

 When the use of another Geographical Indication results in a false representation to the public that 
goods originate in a territory in respect of which a Geographical Indication relates. 

 
Who can initiate an infringement action? 
The registered proprietor or authorized users of a registered Geographical indication can initiate an 
infringement action. 
 
Can a registered Geographical Indication be assigned, transmitted etc? 
No, A Geographical Indication is a public property belonging to the producers of the concerned goods. It 
shall not be the subject matter of assignment, transmission, licensing, pledge, mortgage or such other 
agreement. However, when an authorized user dies, his right devolves on his successor in title. 
 
Can a registered Geographical Indication or authorized user be removed from the register? 
Yes, The Appellate Board or the Registrar of Geographical Indication has the power to remove the 
Geographical Indication or authorized user from the register. The aggrieved person can file an appeal 
within three months from the date of communication of the order. 
 
How a Geographical Indication differs from a trade mark? 
A trade mark is a sign which is used in the course of trade and it distinguishes good or services of one 
enterprise from those of other enterprises. Whereas a Geographical Indication is used to identify goods 
having special Characteristics originating from a definite geographical territory. 
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THE REGISTRATION PROCESS 
 
In December 1999, Parliament passed the Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) 
Act 1999. This Act seeks to provide for the registration and protection of Geographical Indications relating 
to goods in India. This Act is administered by the Controller General of Patents, Designs and Trade Marks, 
who is the Registrar of Geographical Indications. The Geographical Indications Registry is located at 
Chennai. 
 
The Registrar of Geographical Indication is divided into two parts. Part ’A’ consists of particulars relating to 
registered Geographical indications and Part ‘B’ consists of particulars of the registered authorized users. 
The registration process is similar to both for registration of geographical indication and an authorized user 
which is illustrated below: 
 
 
 

 

  

Filing an Application 

Examination 

Acceptance 

Advertisement of 

Application in GI Journal 

Entry in GI Register 

Objection 

Particulars of Registered GI entered in 

Part A of the Register

Opposition,     

If any

Particulars of Registered AU GI entered in 

Part B of the Register  

Registration Certificate 

issued 

Opportunity 

for Hearing  

Refused 

Allowed or 

refused 

Appeal to 

IPAB

Application 

allowed
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